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(57) A recipient identifier R and a communication
condition information C stored in a recipient-identifier
storing unit (11) are encrypted by an identifier-for-disclo-
sure creating unit (12) of a recipient terminal (1) to create
an identifiier-for-disclosure T. An identifier-for-disclosure
notifying unit (13) notifies a sender terminal (2) of the
identifier-for-disclosure T. When a communication re-
quest using the identifier-for-disclosure T is sent from the

recipient terminal (1), a restoring unit (32) of a relay sys-
tem (3) extracts the communication condition information
C from the identifier-for-disclosure T. Only when commu-
nication conditions included in the communication con-
dition information are satisfied, communication between
the recipient terminal (1) and the sender terminal (2) is
established.
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Description

TITLE OF THE INVENTION

[0001] Communication method, communication sys-
tem, relay system, communication program, program for
relay system, mail delivery system, mail delivery method,
and mail delivery program

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to a communica-
tion method, a communication system, a relay system,
a communication program, a program for the relay sys-
tem, a mail delivery system, a mail delivery method, and
a mail delivery program that, in response to a communi-
cation request from a sender terminal using a recipient
identifier for uniquely specifying a recipient, perform com-
munication between the sender terminal and a recipient
terminal.

BACKGROUND ART

[0003] Conventionally, in relay systems of public tele-
phone networks operated by telecommunication carriers,
server operated by Internet service providers, and the
like, according to a recipient identifier capable of uniquely
identifying a recipient, communication between a com-
munication terminal of the recipient (a recipient terminal)
and a communication terminal of an arbitrary sender (a
sender terminal) is established.
[0004] When an arbitrary sender designates a recipi-
ent identifier, which is capable of uniquely identifying a
recipient like a telephone number or a mail address, in a
sender terminal and informs a relay system of the recip-
ient identifier, the relay system specifies a recipient
based on this recipient identifier and establishes com-
munication between the sender terminal and the recipient
terminal (note that "establishment of communication" in
this context includes every meaning like setting of a real
time communication path between communication ter-
minals and transmission of a mail or data from one com-
munication terminal to the other communication termi-
nal).
[0005] Usually, as the recipient identifier, one recipient
identifier is basically given for one line or one recipient
from the relay system. The recipient directly informs peo-
ple who desire to send mails to the recipient (senders)
like relatives, acquaintances, and customers of this re-
cipient identifier in advance or notifies the senders of re-
cipient identifier with various means like telephone, fac-
simile, letter, and electronic mail (see, for example, pat-
ent document 1).
Patent document 1
Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No.
H10-198613
[0006] Incidentally, when the recipient enters a prize
contest or applies for mail order, the recipient may notify

the recipient identifier as a contact address. Such an act
of the recipient himself/herself is likely to reveal the re-
cipient identifier to a third party with whom the recipient
does not wish to communicate.
[0007] When the recipient identifier is revealed to such
a third party once, unsolicited telephone calls and unso-
licited bulk emails for the purpose of sales and solicitation
are frequently sent to the recipient. The recipient identifier
is often used for purposes that are not expected by the
recipient. Practically, this makes it impossible to use the
line and the mail address.
[0008] In such a case, the recipient abandons this re-
cipient identifier and acquires a new recipient identifier
from the relay system. However, the recipient has to in-
form plural senders, who desire to send mails to the re-
cipient, of a change of the contact address to the new
recipient identifier. This requires a lot of time and labor
of the recipient.
[0009] It is an object of the present invention to solve
such conventional problems and provide a communica-
tion method, a communication system, a relay system,
a communication program, a program for the relay sys-
tem, a mail delivery system, a mail delivery method, and
a mail delivery program that can prevent a recipient iden-
tifier from being used for purposes that are not expected
by a recipient.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0010] In a communication method according to the
present invention, an identifier-for-disclosure is created
based on communication condition information, which in-
forms a recipient of communication conditions in perform-
ing communication, and a recipient identifier. When a
communication request from a sender terminal based on
the created identifier-for-disclosure is received, the re-
cipient identifier and the communication condition infor-
mation are restored from the identifier-for-disclosure.
When the communication conditions included in the re-
stored communication condition information are satis-
fied, communication between the sender terminal and
the recipient terminal is established according to the com-
munication request.
[0011] In the communication method according to the
present invention, an address-for-disclosure is created
based on delivery condition information, which indicates
delivery conditions for a mail delivered to a recipient ter-
minal, and a recipient address uniformly specifying a re-
cipient. When a mail having the created address-for-dis-
closure as a destination address is received, the recipient
address and the delivery condition information are re-
stored from the address-for-disclosure serving as the
destination address of the mail. When the delivery con-
ditions included in the restored delivery condition infor-
mation are satisfied, the mail is delivered to the recipient
terminal.
[0012] In the communication method according to the
present invention, a telephone-number-for-disclosure is
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created based on call condition information in connecting
a call to a recipient telephone and a recipient telephone
number. When a call connection request based on the
created telephone-number-for-disclosure is received,
the recipient telephone number and the call condition in-
formation are restored from the telephone-number-for-
disclosure included in the call connection request. When
call conditions included in the restored call condition in-
formation are satisfied, a sender telephone and the re-
cipient telephone are connected for a call.
[0013] In the communication method according to the
present invention, the identifier-for-disclosure is created
in the recipient terminal based on the communication
condition information and the recipient identifier.
[0014] In the communication method according to the
present invention, the identifier-for-disclosure is created
in a predetermined intermediary apparatus, which is ca-
pable of communicating with the recipient terminal,
based on the communication condition information and
the recipient identifier.
[0015] In the communication method according to the
present invention, a relay system provided between the
recipient terminal and the sender terminal notifies the
recipient terminal of any one of the restored recipient
identifier and the restored communication condition in-
formation or both.
[0016] In the communication method according to the
present invention, a relay system provided between the
recipient terminal and the sender terminal determines
processing contents at the time when the communication
conditions included in the restored communication con-
dition information are not satisfied.
[0017] In the communication method according to the
present invention, the recipient terminal determines
processing contents at the time when the communication
conditions included in the restored communication con-
dition information are not satisfied.
[0018] In the communication method according to the
present invention, the communication condition informa-
tion includes sender limiting information for limiting a
sender to whom the identifier-for-disclosure is disclosed.
When it is judged that at least a sender, who makes a
communication request, coincides with limitation condi-
tions included in the sender limiting information, commu-
nication between the sender terminal and the recipient
terminal is established according to this communication
request.
[0019] In the communication method according to the
present invention, disclosure-destination specifying in-
formation for specifying a disclosure destination, to which
the identifier-for-disclosure is disclosed, is included in the
communication condition information.
[0020] In the communication method according to the
present invention, when the communication conditions
included in the restored communication condition infor-
mation are not satisfied, the communication request is
rejected.
[0021] In the communication method according to the

present invention, when the communication conditions
included in the restored communication condition infor-
mation are not satisfied, communication between a pre-
determined communication terminal, which is different
from the recipient terminal, and a sender terminal is es-
tablished regardless of the communication request.
[0022] In the communication method according to the
present invention, a recipient identifier of each recipient
and communication condition information indicating
communication conditions in communicating with a re-
cipient terminal of the recipient are registered in the in-
termediary apparatus. When a disclosure request for an
identifier-for-disclosure is received from a sender termi-
nal, the identifier-for-disclosure is created based on the
recipient identifier and the communication condition in-
formation registered in the intermediary apparatus.
[0023] In the communication method according to the
present invention, it is judged whether a sender who
makes a disclosure request for the identifier-for-disclo-
sure has a qualification for making a disclosure request.
When it is judged that the sender does not have the qual-
ification, the communication request is rejected.
[0024] In the communication method according to the
present invention, a preliminary identifier-for-disclosure
is created based on preliminary communication condition
information, which indicates preliminary communication
conditions in communicating with the recipient terminal,
and the recipient identifier. The created preliminary iden-
tifier-for-disclosure is registered in the intermediary ap-
paratus. When a disclosure request for an identifier-for-
disclosure is received from a sender terminal, the pre-
liminary identifier-for-disclosure and the communication
condition information registered in the intermediary ap-
paratus are transmitted to an identifier-for-disclosure re-
writing apparatus to request rewriting of the identifier-for-
disclosure. The identifier-for-disclosure is created from
the preliminary identifier-for-disclosure and the commu-
nication condition information in response to the request.
[0025] In the communication method according to the
present invention, it is judged based on the preliminary
identifier-for-disclosure whether the intermediary appa-
ratus has a qualification for making a rewriting request.
When it is judged that the intermediary apparatus does
not have the qualification, the rewriting request is reject-
ed.
[0026] In the communication method according to the
present invention, the recipient identifier and the com-
munication condition information are encrypted by a pre-
determined public key to create the identifier-for-disclo-
sure. When communication based on the created iden-
tifier-for-disclosure is received, the identifier-for-disclo-
sure is decrypted by a secret key corresponding to the
public key to restore the recipient identifier and the com-
munication condition information.
[0027] In the communication method according to the
present invention, the recipient identifier and the com-
munication condition information are encrypted using a
predetermined common key to create the identifier-for-
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disclosure. When communication based on the created
identifier-for-disclosure is received, the identifier-for-dis-
closure is decrypted by the common key to restore the
recipient identifier and the communication condition in-
formation.
[0028] In the communication method according to the
present invention, the recipient identifier and the com-
munication condition information are encrypted by a pre-
determined common key to create the identifier-for-dis-
closure. When communication based on the created
identifier-for-disclosure is received, the identifier-for-dis-
closure is decrypted by the common key to restore the
recipient identifier and the communication condition in-
formation.
[0029] In the communication method according to the
present invention, when an identifier-for-disclosure is
created based on the communication condition informa-
tion and the recipient identifier, the communication con-
dition information is included in the identifier-for-disclo-
sure in a form in which the communication condition in-
formation cannot be manipulated by a third party.
[0030] In the communication method according to the
present invention, the communication condition informa-
tion includes types or combinations of the communication
conditions. In restoring the recipient identifier and the
communication condition information, a type or a combi-
nation of communication conditions are extracted from
the identifier-for-disclosure. The recipient identifier and
the communication condition information are restored
from the identifier-for-disclosure according to the extract-
ed type and combination of the communication condi-
tions.
[0031] In a communication system according to the
present invention, an identifier-for-disclosure granting
unit creates an identifier-for-disclosure based on com-
munication condition information, which indicates com-
munication conditions in communicating with a recipient
terminal, and a recipient identifier and notifies a sender
terminal of the created identifier-for-disclosure. When a
communication request from the sender terminal based
on the identifier-for-disclosure granted by the identifier-
for-disclosure granting unit is received, a relay system
restores the recipient identifier and the communication
condition information. When the communication condi-
tions included in the restored communication condition
information are satisfied, the relay system establishes
communication between the sender terminal and the re-
cipient terminal according to the communication request.
[0032] In the communication system according to the
present invention, the identifier-for-disclosure granting
unit forms a part of the recipient terminal.
[0033] In the communication system according to the
present invention, the identifier-for-disclosure granting
unit is an intermediary apparatus different from both the
recipient terminal and the relay system.
[0034] In the relay system according to the present in-
vention, when a communication request from a sender
terminal based on communication condition information,

which indicates communication conditions in communi-
cating with a recipient terminal, and a recipient identifier
are received, the relay system restores the recipient iden-
tifier and the communication condition information from
the identifier-for-disclosure. When the communication
conditions included in the restored communication con-
dition information are satisfied, the relay system estab-
lishes communication between the sender terminal and
the recipient terminal according to the communication
request.
[0035] In a communication program according to the
present invention, an identifier-for-disclosure is created
based on communication condition information, which in-
forms a recipient of communication conditions in perform-
ing communication, and a recipient identifier. When a
communication request from a sender terminal based on
the created identifier-for-disclosure is received, the re-
cipient identifier and the communication condition infor-
mation are restored from the identifier-for-disclosure.
When the communication conditions included in the re-
stored communication condition information are satis-
fied, communication between the sender terminal and
the recipient terminal is established according to the com-
munication request.
[0036] In a program for a relay system according to
the present invention, when a communication request
from a sender terminal based on communication condi-
tion information, which indicates communication condi-
tions in communicating with a recipient terminal, and an
identifier-for-disclosure, which is created based on a re-
cipient identifier, is received, the recipient identifier and
the communication condition information are restored
from the identifier-for-disclosure. When the communica-
tion conditions included in the restored communication
condition information are satisfied, communication be-
tween the sender terminal and the recipient terminal is
established according to the communication request.
[0037] In a mail delivery system according to the
present invention, an address-for-disclosure issuing unit
issues an address-for-disclosure based on delivery con-
dition information, which indicates delivery conditions for
a mail delivered to a recipient, and a recipient address.
When a mail having the address-for-disclosure as a des-
tination is received, a mail transfer unit decrypts the re-
cipient address and extracts the delivery condition infor-
mation from the address-for-disclosure. When the mail
satisfies the delivery conditions included in the extracted
delivery condition information, a destination of the mail
is changed from the address-for-disclosure to the re-
stored recipient address and the mail is transferred.
[0038] In the mail delivery system according to the
present invention, the address-for-disclosure issuing unit
receives delivery condition information, which indicates
delivery conditions for a mail delivered to the recipient,
and the recipient address and encrypts the received de-
livery condition information and the received recipient ad-
dress to create an address-for-disclosure, and returns
the created address-for-disclosure to the recipient termi-
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nal. When a mail having the address-for-disclosure as a
destination is received, the mail transfer unit decrypts the
address-for-disclosure to restore the recipient address
and extract the delivery condition information, extracts a
mail satisfying the delivery conditions included in the ex-
tracted delivery condition information, changes a desti-
nation of the extracted mail from the address-for-disclo-
sure to the restored recipient address to transfer the mail.
[0039] In the mail delivery system according to the
present invention, the delivery condition information and
the recipient address are encrypted using a predeter-
mined encryption key registered in an encryption-key ta-
ble to create an address-for-disclosure, a decryption key
is extracted from a decryption-key table in which decryp-
tion keys corresponding to respective encryption keys
registered in the encryption-key table, the address-for-
disclosure is decrypted using the extracted decryption
key to restore the recipient address and extract the de-
livery condition information.
[0040] In the mail delivery system according to the
present invention, when a data length of encryption ob-
ject data, which is encrypted using a predetermined en-
cryption key registered in the encryption-key table, is less
than a predetermined length, a random number is added
to satisfy the predetermined length.
[0041] In the mail delivery system according to the
present invention, key identifiers are registered in the en-
cryption-key table in association with plural encryption
keys, respectively. A key identifier of an encryption key
used in encrypting the delivery condition information and
the recipient address is included in the address-for-dis-
closure. A decryption key having a key identifier extracted
from the address-for-disclosure is extracted from the de-
cryption-key table. The address-for-disclosure is de-
crypted using the extracted decryption key to restore the
recipient address and extract the delivery condition in-
formation.
[0042] In the mail delivery system according to the
present invention, the encryption-key table and the de-
cryption-key table are identical tables in which key iden-
tifiers are registered in association with plural common
keys, respectively.
[0043] In the mail delivery system according to the
present invention, plural public keys are registered in the
encryption-key table in association with key identifiers,
respectively. Secret keys corresponding to the respec-
tive public keys registered in the encryption-key table are
registered in the decryption-key table in association with
same key identifiers, respectively.
[0044] In the mail delivery system according to the
present invention, a sender address for using communi-
cation to the address-for-disclosure, a sender domain for
using communication to the address-for-disclosure, an
expiration date of the address-for-disclosure or a starting
date of validity of the address-for-disclosure, or a com-
bination of the conditions is set as the delivery condition
information.
[0045] In the mail delivery system according to the

present invention, types and combinations of designated
delivery conditions are included in the address-for-dis-
closure.
[0046] In the mail delivery system according to the
present invention, when the sender address or the send-
er domain is set as the delivery condition information, all
or a part of hash values of the sender address or the
sender domain are included in the address-for-disclo-
sure.
[0047] In the mail delivery system according to the
present invention, a part of information to be an object
of encryption is subjected to reversible conversion
processing using a random-number sequence extracted
from a random-number sequence table that stores plural
random-number sequences.
[0048] In the mail delivery system according to the
present invention, a random number to be extracted from
the random-number sequence table is determined based
on a part of information used for creation of the address-
for-disclosure.
[0049] In the mail delivery system according to the
present invention, a random-number sequence is select-
ed from the random-number sequence table based on
the delivery condition information. The recipient address
is subjected to the reversible conversion processing us-
ing the selected random-number sequence.
[0050] In the mail delivery system according to the
present invention, address tables, which store respective
recipient addresses in association with predetermined
address identifiers, respectively, are provided in the ad-
dress-for-disclosure issuing unit and the mail transfer
unit. An address identifier stored in the address table
corresponding to the recipient address and the delivery
condition information are encrypted to create an address-
for-disclosure. When a mail having the address-for-dis-
closure as a destination is received, the address-for-dis-
closure is decrypted to restore the address identifier and
extract the delivery condition information. A mail satisfy-
ing the delivery conditions included in the extracted de-
livery condition information is extracted. A destination of
the mail is replaced with the recipient address stored in
the address table corresponding to the address identifier
restored from the address-for-disclosure to transfer the
mail.
[0051] In a mail delivery method according to the
present invention, an address-for-disclosure is issued
based on deliver condition information, which indicates
delivery conditions for a mail delivered to a recipient, and
a recipient address. When a mail having the address-for-
disclosure as a destination is received, the recipient ad-
dress is restored and the delivery condition information
is extracted from the address-for-disclosure. When the
mail satisfies the delivery conditions included in the ex-
tracted delivery condition information, the destination of
the mail is changed from the address-for-disclosure to
the restored recipient address to transfer the mail.
[0052] In the mail delivery method according to the
present invention, the delivery condition information,
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which indicates delivery conditions for a mail delivered
to a recipient, and the recipient address are received.
The received delivery condition information and recipient
address are encrypted to create an address-for-disclo-
sure. The created address-for-disclosure is returned to
a recipient terminal. When a mail having the address-for-
disclosure as a destination is received, the address-for-
disclosure is decrypted to restore the recipient address
and extract the delivery condition information. A mail sat-
isfying the delivery conditions included in the extracted
delivery condition information is extracted. The address
of the extracted mail is changed from the address-for-
disclosure to the restored recipient address to transfer
the mail.
[0053] In the mail delivery method according to the
present invention, the received delivery condition infor-
mation and recipient address are encrypted using an en-
cryption key having a predetermined key identifier regis-
tered in an encryption-key table to create an address-for-
disclosure. A decryption key having a predetermined key
identifier is extracted from a decryption-key table. The
address-for-disclosure is decrypted using the extracted
decryption key to restore the recipient address and ex-
tract the delivery condition information.
[0054] In the mail delivery method according to the
present invention, a sender address for using the ad-
dress-for-disclosure, a sender domain for using the ad-
dress-for-disclosure, an expiration date of the address-
for-disclosure or a starting date of validity of the address-
for-disclosure, or a combination of the conditions is set
as the delivery condition information.
[0055] In the mail delivery method according to the
present invention, types and combinations of designated
delivery conditions are included in the address-for-dis-
closure.
[0056] In the mail delivery method according to the
present invention, respective recipient addresses are
stored in an address table in association with predeter-
mined address identifiers. An address identifier stored in
the address table corresponding to the recipient address
and the delivery condition information are encrypted to
create an address-for-disclosure. When a mail having
the address-for-disclosure as a destination is received,
the address-for-disclosure is decrypted to restore the ad-
dress identifier and extract the delivery condition infor-
mation. A mail satisfying the delivery conditions included
in the extracted delivery condition information is extract-
ed. The destination of the mail is changed from the ad-
dress-for-disclosure to the recipient address stored in the
address table corresponding to the restored address
identifier to transfer the mail.
[0057] In a mail delivery program according to the
present invention, an address-for-disclosure is issued
based on delivery condition information, which indicates
delivery conditions for a mail delivered to a recipient, and
a recipient address. When a mail having the address-for-
disclosure as a destination is received, the recipient ad-
dress is restored and the delivery condition information

is extracted from the address-for-disclosure. When the
mail satisfies the delivery conditions included in the ex-
tracted delivery condition information, the destination of
the mail is changed from the address-for-disclosure to
the restored recipient address to transfer the mail.
[0058] In the mail delivery program according to the
present invention, the delivery condition information,
which indicates delivery conditions for a mail delivered
to a recipient, and the recipient address are received.
The received delivery condition information and recipient
address are encrypted to create an address-for-disclo-
sure. The created address-for-disclosure is returned to
the recipient terminal. When a mail having the address-
for-disclosure as a destination is received, the address-
for-disclosure is decrypted to restore the recipient ad-
dress and extract the delivery condition information. A
mail satisfying the delivery conditions included in the ex-
tracted delivery condition information is extracted. The
destination of the extracted mail is changed from the ad-
dress-for-disclosure to the restored recipient address to
transfer the mail.
[0059] In the mail delivery program according to the
present invention, the delivery condition information and
the recipient address are encrypted using an encryption
key having a predetermined key identifier registered in
an encryption-key table to create an address-for-disclo-
sure. A decryption key having the predetermined key
identifier is extracted from a decryption-key table. The
address-for-disclosure is decrypted using the extracted
decryption key to restore the recipient address and ex-
tract the delivery condition information.
[0060] In the mail delivery program according to the
present invention, a sender address for using the ad-
dress-for-disclosure, a sender domain for using the ad-
dress-tor-disclosure, an expiration date of the address-
for-disclosure or a starting date of validity of the address-
for-disclosure, or a combination of the conditions is set
as the delivery condition information.
[0061] In the mail delivery program according to the
present invention, types and combinations of designated
delivery conditions are included in the address-for-dis-
closure.
[0062] In the mail delivery program according to the
present invention, respective recipient addresses are
stored in an address table in association with predeter-
mined address identifiers. An address identifier stored in
the address table corresponding to the recipient address
and the delivery condition information are encrypted to
create an address-for-disclosure. When a mail having
the address-for-disclosure as a destination is received,
the address-for-disclosure is decrypted to restore the ad-
dress identifier and extract the delivery condition infor-
mation. A mail satisfying the delivery conditions included
in the extracted delivery condition information is extract-
ed. The destination of the mail is changed from the ad-
dress-for-disclosure to the recipient address stored in the
address table corresponding to the restored address
identifier to transfer the mail.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0063] Fig. 1 is a schematic of a communication sys-
tem according to a first embodiment of the present in-
vention; Fig. 2 is a sequence chart of a processing pro-
cedure according to the first embodiment shown in Fig.
1; Fig. 3 is a block diagram of a system configuration of
a mail system according to the first embodiment; Fig. 4
is a flowchart of a processing procedure for a recipient
terminal shown in Fig. 3; Fig. 5 is a schematic of an ex-
ample of an address-for-disclosure creation page; Fig. 6
is a schematic for explaining how to create an address-
for-disclosure by an address-for-disclosure creating unit
shown in Fig. 3; Fig. 7 is a flowchart of a processing
procedure for a filtering server shown in Fig. 3; Fig. 8 is
a schematic for explaining how to implement a filtering
by a communication-condition-information extracting
unit and a mail-transfer processing unit shown in Fig. 3;
Fig. 9 is a schematic of a configuration of a communica-
tion system according to a second embodiment of the
present invention; Fig. 10 is a sequence chart of a
processing procedure according to the second embodi-
ment shown in Fig. 9; Fig. 11 is a schematic of a system
configuration in which a mail-for-disclosure processing
server that performs both creation of an address-for-dis-
closure and filtering is provided; Fig. 12 is a schematic
of a configuration of a communication system according
to a third embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 13
is a sequence chart of a processing procedure according
to the third embodiment shown in Fig. 12; Fig. 14 is a
block diagram of a system configuration of a telephone
exchange system according to a fourth embodiment of
the present invention; Fig. 15 is a sequence chart of a
processing procedure for a telephone for a recipient, a
telephone-number-for-disclosure processing apparatus,
and a processing procedure for a sender telephone; Fig.
16 is a flowchart of a processing procedure for a
telephone-number-notification processing unit shown in
Fig. 14; Fig. 17 is a schematic for explaining how to create
a
telephone-number-for-disclosure by a telephone-
number-for-disclosure creating unit shown in Fig. 14; Fig.
18 is a flowchart of a processing procedure for a filtering
processing unit shown in Fig. 14; Fig. 19 is a schematic
for explaining how to implement filtering by a call-condi-
tion-information extracting unit and a line-connection in-
structing unit shown in Fig. 14; Fig. 20 is a schematic of
a system configuration in which notification of a tele-
phone-number-for-disclosure is requested using a WEB
server on the Internet; Fig. 21 is a schematic of an ex-
ample of a telephone-number-for-disclosure creation
page; Fig. 22 is a block diagram of a hardware configu-
ration of a filtering server shown in Fig. 3; Fig. 23 is a
flowchart of a processing procedure for realizing a recip-
ient terminal according to the first embodiment; Fig. 24
is a flowchart of a processing procedure for realizing a
relay system according to the first embodiment; Fig. 25
is a flowchart of a processing procedure for realizing an

intermediary apparatus according to the second embod-
iment; Fig. 26 is a flowchart of a processing procedure
for realizing an intermediary apparatus according to the
third embodiment; Fig. 27 is a flowchart of a processing
procedure for realizing an identifier-for-disclosure rewrit-
ing apparatus according to the third embodiment; Fig. 28
is a schematic of a system configuration of a mail delivery
system according to a fifth embodiment of the present
invention; Fig. 29 is a schematic of an example of an
encryption-key table shown in Fig. 28; Fig. 30 is a sche-
matic of an example of a user table shown in Fig. 28; Fig.
31 is a schematic of an example of a condition code table
shown in Fig. 28; Fig. 32 is a sequence chart of an issu-
ance procedure of an ad-hoc address by an ad-hoc-ad-
dress issuing server shown in Fig. 28; Fig. 33 is a sche-
matic of an example of a user authentication page; Fig.
34 is a schematic of an example of an ad-hoc address
issuance page; Fig. 35 is a flowchart of a processing
procedure for the ad-hoc address creation described at
step S170 in Fig. 32; Fig. 36 is a schematic of a specific
example of ad-hoc address creation; Fig. 37 is a se-
quence chart of a transfer procedure of an ad-hoc mail
by an ad-hoc-mail transfer server shown in Fig. 28; Fig.
38 is a flowchart of a filter processing procedure de-
scribed at step S304 in Fig. 37; Fig. 39 is a schematic of
a system configuration of a mail delivery system accord-
ing to a sixth embodiment of the present invention; Fig.
40 is a schematic of an example of a random-number
sequence table shown in Fig. 39; Fig. 41 is a schematic
of a specific example of ad-hoc address creation by an
ad-hoc-address creating unit shown in Fig. 39; Fig. 42 is
a schematic of a system configuration of a mail delivery
system according to a seventh embodiment of the
present invention; and Fig. 43 is a schematic of an ex-
ample of an address table shown in Fig. 42.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0064] Exemplary embodiments of a communication
method, a communication system, a relay system, a com-
munication program, and a program for the relay system
according to the present invention are explained below
in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.
The present invention is applied to a mail address ac-
cording to a first to a third embodiments and to a tele-
phone number according to a fourth embodiment.

(First embodiment)

[0065] First, an outline of the present invention and a
technology as a premise of the present invention are de-
scribed.
[0066] Incidentally, assuming that an enormous
number of identifiers-for-disclosure are given, when the
identifiers-for-disclosure are continuous integers, it is
likely that, even if one identifier-for-disclosure is aban-
doned, a sender in bad faith uses the other identifiers-
for-disclosure, which can be easily inferred, to use a re-
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cipient identifier for unintended purposes. According to
the present invention, since communication condition in-
formation is embedded in an identifier-for-disclosure, it
is necessary to prevent this communication condition in-
formation from being manipulated illegally. Therefore, an
encryption technology is used according to the present
invention.

<Public key encryption>

[0067] Public key encryption is an encryption system
in which a key for encryption (an encryption key) and a
key for decryption (a decryption key) are different First,
a person receiving a cryptogram in the public key encryp-
tion creates a pair of an encryption key and a decryption
key, makes the encryption key public, and keeps the de-
cryption key secret. Since the encryption key is made
public, anybody can send a cryptogram to the person
receiving the cryptogram.

<Hybrid encryption>

[0068] In general, since the public key encryption re-
quires a large amount of arithmetic operations for en-
cryption or decryption, the public key encryption is not
suitable for encryption and decryption of a long message.
To encrypt a long message, a random number (a session
key) is created, the random number is encrypted by the
public key encryption, and the message is encrypted by
common key encryption using the session key. In this
way, it is possible to send a cryptogram efficiently even
if a message is long. A method of using the public key
encryption and the common key encryption is generally
referred to as hybrid encryption. According to the present
invention, the public key encryption includes the hybrid
encryption unless specifically noted otherwise.

<Manipulation prevention>

[0069] It is possible to add a manipulation prevention
code to a plain text or a cryptogram for the purpose of
preventing an attack by an attacker through creation of
an illegal identifier-for-disclosure described above. The
manipulation can be prevented if a message authentica-
tor (MAC) or a digital signature is used. In addition, some
common key encryptions or some public key encryptions
in a broad sense described above have a manipulation
preventing function depending on a method of use. When
such encryption systems are used, the manipulation pre-
venting function provided in the encryption systems may
be used (see, for example, Tatsuaki Okamoto, Hiroshi
Yamamoto "Modern Encryption" Sangyo Tosho Ka-
bushiki Kaisha, ISBN4-7828-5353-X, June 30, 1997, p
163 to 187).

<Method using a public key encryption system>

[0070] According to the present invention, a public key

encryption system is used to create a set of an enormous
number of identifiers-for-disclosure that cannot be in-
ferred. Specifically, communication is performed as de-
scribed below.
0: A relay system operated by a telecommunication car-
rier or the like prepares a public key and makes the public
key public.
1: An apparatus including a storage unit for storing a re-
cipient identifier of a recipient uses the public key to add
predetermined communication condition information, for
example, an identifier specifying a communication part-
ner, data for determining whether reception (or relay)
should be permitted or rejected (a reception condition),
a random number, or a combination of the identifier, the
data, and the random number to the recipient identifier
and encrypt the recipient identifier. The apparatus noti-
fies a communication terminal of a sender of the encrypt-
ed data as an identifier-for-disclosure.
2: The communication terminal of the sender designates
the identifier-for-disclosure to send a mail to a relay sys-
tem.
3: The relay system decrypts the identifier-for-disclosure
using a secret key corresponding to the public key and
acquires the recipient identifier to specify the recipient.
[0071] Next, a basic configuration of the communica-
tion system according to the first embodiment is ex-
plained. In Fig. 1, reference numeral 1 denotes a com-
munication terminal of a recipient (a recipient terminal);
2, a communication terminal of a sender (a sender ter-
minal); and 3, a relay system. The recipient terminal 1
includes a recipient-identifier storing unit 11, an identifier-
for-disclosure creating unit 12, and an identifier-for-dis-
closure notifying unit 13. The relay system 3 includes a
communication request receiving unit 31, a restoring unit
32, and a relay processing unit 33. Processing of the
identifier-for-disclosure creating unit 12 corresponds to
an identifier-for-disclosure creating step in claim 1,
processing of the restoring unit 32 corresponds to a re-
storing step in claim 1, and processing of the relay
processing unit 33 corresponds to a communication es-
tablishing step in claim 1. The recipient terminal 1 corre-
sponds to an identifier-for-disclosure granting unit in
claim 22 and the relay system 3 corresponds to a relay
system in claim 22. In this case, the identifier-for-disclo-
sure creating unit 12, the restoring unit 32, and the relay
processing unit 33 correspond to an identifier-for-disclo-
sure creating unit, a restoring unit, and a communication
establishing unit in claim 22, respectively.
[0072] The identifier-for-disclosure creating unit 12 of
the recipient terminal 1 creates an identifier-for-disclo-
sure T with a method executable by operators other than
an operator of the relay system 3 from a recipient iden-
tifier R stored in the recipient-identifier storing unit 11 and
predetermined communication condition information C
that is stored separately or inputted. The identifier-for-
disclosure creating unit 12 notifies the sender terminal 2
of the identifier-for-disclosure T (discloses the identifier-
for-disclosure T to the sender terminal 2) using the iden-
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tifier-for-disclosure notifying unit 13.
[0073] The sender terminal 2 designates the identifier-
for-disclosure T to request the relay system 3 to perform
communication. In the relay system 3, when the commu-
nication request receiving unit 31 receives the commu-
nication request with the identifier-for-disclosure T des-
ignated, the restoring unit 32 decrypts the identifier-for-
disclosure T with a method executable only by the oper-
ator of the relay system 3 and acquires the recipient iden-
tifier R and the communication condition information C.
When communication conditions included in the commu-
nication condition information are satisfied, the relay
processing unit 33 processes the communication request
with the recipient identifier R as an incoming call desti-
nation.
[0074] It is possible to create the identifier-for-disclo-
sure T by encrypting an information sequence, which is
obtained by connecting the recipient identifier R and the
predetermined communication condition information C,
with a public key of the operator of the relay system 3.
In this case, the relay system 3 decrypts the identifier-
for-disclosure with a secret key corresponding to the pub-
lic key and acquires the recipient identifier R and the com-
munication condition information C.
[0075] Here, if an identifier of a disclosure destination
of the identifier-for-disclosure T is included in such com-
munication condition information C, when an unsolicited
bulk email or an unsolicited telephone call with the iden-
tifier-for-disclosure T as a destination is received, it is
possible to recognize through whom this identifier-for-
disclosure T is leaked. Thus, it is possible to prevent the
leakage of the recipient identifier.
[0076] It is also possible to limit conditions for use of
the identifier-for-disclosure T by including information for
limiting a sender or a sender terminal or information for
limiting a usable period in the communication condition
information C.
[0077] As examples of the information for limiting a
sender or a sender terminal, there are an identifier of the
sender or the sender terminal and a hash value that is
calculated from this identifier. In addition, as examples
of the information for limiting a usable period, there are
an expiration date of the identifier-for-disclosure T, a valid
time frame (prohibited at night, etc.), and the like.
[0078] In this case, the relay processing unit 33 of the
relay system 3 determines whether a communication re-
quest should be permitted or rejected based on any one
of an acquired recipient identifier and predetermined
communication condition information or both.
[0079] It is also possible that the relay system 3 notifies
the recipient terminal 1 of the communication request
including the acquired recipient identifier or the recipient
identifier and the predetermined communication condi-
tion information directly and the recipient terminal 1 de-
termines whether the communication request should be
permitted or rejected based on any one of the recipient
identifier and the predetermined communication condi-
tion information or both. Note that it is necessary to grant

a different identifier-for-disclosure to each sender. In ad-
dition, when a period of use is limited, it is necessary to
grant an identifier-for-disclosure every time the period
elapses.
[0080] Next, details of the first embodiment premised
on the system configuration of the communication sys-
tem are explained. An electronic mail system, to which
the present invention is applied, is explained here. Spe-
cifically, it is assumed that a certain internet service pro-
vider (ISP) provides users with an electronic mail com-
munication service using the present invention. It is as-
sumed that a recipient terminal is a terminal of a user of
the ISP. A recipient identifier is an electronic mail address
of the user of the ISP and has a domain name of a form
"user name@user.com".
[0081] It is assumed that a relay system includes an
electronic mail relay server 3a having an address
processing function based on the present invention and
a standard electronic mail relay server 3b that relays a
mail having a recipient identifier as a destination.
[0082] The electronic mail relay server 3a is realized
by causing a commercially available general-purpose
server machine to operate a program for executing ad-
dress processing based on the present invention. It is
assumed that a host name of the electronic mail relay
server 3a is pcode.com.
[0083] Note that the recipient terminal is realized by
causing a computer having an Internet communication
function to operate a program for executing processing
based on the present invention. Note that a user of the
sender terminal does not have to be a user of the ISP.
[0084] Fig. 2 is a sequence chart of a processing pro-
cedure for the communication system according to the
present invention. First, the relay system 3 prepares a
pair of a secret key and a public key and makes the public
key public (step 1). The recipient terminal 1 uses the pub-
lic key made public by the relay system 3 to encrypt a
recipient identifier and predetermined communication
condition information and create an identifier-for-disclo-
sure (step 2).
[0085] Specifically, a character string (a user name
part) N before @ of an electronic mail address of a re-
cipient using the recipient terminal 1 and communication
condition information C are connected by an appropriate
connector ("+", etc.). The connected character string is
encrypted using the public key of the ISP. Then, the en-
crypted data is converted into text data and changed to
a character string. A mail address, which is obtained by
adding a domain name "@pcode.com" to the character
string, is created as an identifier-for-disclosure T.
[0086] The communication condition information C is
formed by a character c1 indicating a type and type de-
pendent control information c2. It is possible to include
a condition of whether communication should be permit-
ted or rejected (a reception condition) in such communi-
cation condition information C. For example, when a
sender is limited, c1 is set as "S" and c2 is set as a hash
value of a sender address. When an expiration date of
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an identifier is limited, c1 is set as "T" and c2 is set as an
expiration date. When a domain name of a sender ad-
dress is designated, c1 is set as "O" and c2 is set as a
hash value of the designated domain name. When a
sender address and an expiration date are designated,
c1 is set as "P", a first six characters of c2 are set as a
has value of the sender address, and a seventh character
and the subsequent characters are set as an expiration
date.
[0087] It is also possible to define a type not defining
a reception condition. An identifier-for-disclosure created
in this case is an identifier-for-disclosure without a recep-
tion condition. For example, to prevent a person to whom
an identifier-for-disclosure from leaking the identifier-for-
disclosure to a third party without obtaining approval of
the recipient, it is possible to write information for spec-
ifying a partner, to whom the identifier-for-disclosure is
disclosed, in the part of the communication condition in-
formation C. When such an identifier-for-disclosure is
created, c1 is set as "D" and information for specifying a
partner, to whom the identifier-for-disclosure is dis-
closed, more specifically, a name, an initial, or the like of
the partner is written in the part of c2. In the following
explanation, the identifier-for-disclosure of this form is
referred to as a disclosure destination specifying type
identifier.
[0088] To make it possible to dynamically set, after the
address disclosure, whether a communication request
should be permitted or rejected, it is also possible to write
information for uniquely identifying an identifier-for-dis-
closure as the communication condition information C.
Specifically, an order number, which increases by 1 every
time an identifier-for-disclosure is created in the recipient
terminal 1, is stored and managed. When identification
information of the identifier-for-disclosure is included in
the communication condition information C, c1 is set as
"1" and the order number is written in the part of c2. The
recipient terminal 1 provides a recipient using the termi-
nal with an interface for timely setting whether a commu-
nication request should be permitted or rejected (limit a
sender, limit a period, or reject the communication re-
quest entirely) using an identifier-for-disclosure already
disclosed.
[0089] In the above series of explanations, the public
key encryption system is used in creating an identifier-
for-disclosure. However, it is also possible to use a com-
mon key encryption system. A specific example of the
common key encryption system is explained assuming
that there is a large customer like a company as a user
of an ISP. Note that it is possible to apply a series of
processing explained below not only to the so-called
common key encryption system but also to any encryp-
tion systems using a common key.
[0090] Here, a relay system defines a customer name
for uniquely identifying a customer. For example, a cus-
tomer name "xxx-trading" is allocated to a company cus-
tomer called "XXX Shoji". At step 1, the relay system
creates a common key for each customer and notifies a

recipient terminal of the customer of the created common
key. In addition, the relay system stores a correspond-
ence relation between customer names of respective
customers and the common key. At step 2, the recipient
terminal encrypts a character string obtained by connect-
ing N and C with the common key encryption system
using the common key and adds a domain name .xxx-
trading@pcode.com to a character string obtained as a
result of the encryption to create an identifier-for-disclo-
sure. The part of xxx-trading (a user name part) imme-
diately before of this mail address is a character string
indicating a customer name.
[0091] Returning to the explanation of Fig. 2, the re-
cipient terminal 1 notifies the sender terminal 2 of the
created identifier-for-disclosure (step 3). Note that the
recipient terminal 1 may inform the sender terminal 2 of
the identifier-for-disclosure directly or using any means
such as telephone, facsimile, and letter other than using
an electronic mail.
[0092] Thereafter, the sender terminal 2 designates
the identifier-for-disclosure to request the relay system
3 to perform communication (step 4). Specifically, the
sender terminal 2 transmits an electronic mail to an elec-
tronic mail relay server 3b, to which the sender terminal
2 is subordinate, based on an electronic mail originating
procedure of the Internet standard. The electronic mail
relay server 3b relays the electronic mail based on the
Internet standard. Since a domain name after @ of a
destination of the electronic mail is "pcode.com", the elec-
tronic mail is relayed to an electronic mail relay server
(pcode.com) 3a through several electronic mail relay
servers.
[0093] Then, the relay system 3 decrypts the identifier-
for-disclosure using the secret key and acquires a recip-
ient identifier and predetermined communication condi-
tion information (step 5). Specifically, the electronic mail
server 3a decrypts the part before @ (the user name
part) of the destination of the received electronic mail
address using the secret key and separates a result of
the decryption by the connector described at step 2 to
thereby acquire N (the part before @ of the recipient iden-
tifier) and the communication condition information C.
Then, the electronic mail server 3a adds a domain name
"@user.com" to the acquired N to thereby acquire the
recipient identifier.
[0094] Note that, when the common key encryption
system is used, the electronic mail relay server 3a ac-
quires a character string between "." immediately before
@ and @ of the destination of the received electronic
mail address as a customer name. The electronic mail
relay server 3a uses a common key corresponding to the
customer name to decrypt a character string from a top
of the electronic mail address to "." immediately before
@. Then, processing after the decryption is the same as
the method using the public key encryption system.
[0095] Next, the relay system 3 determines a process-
ing method for a communication request based on any
one of the recipient identifier and the predetermined com-
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munication condition information or both (step 6). For ex-
ample, when communication condition information is a
reception condition, the relay system 3 scans the recep-
tion condition. If the reception condition is satisfied, the
relay system 3 relays the recipient terminal 1 and the
sender terminal 2, that is, establishes communication. If
the reception condition is not satisfied, the relay system
3 rejects the relay. Note that the scanning in this context
means collection of information related to the reception
condition.
[0096] Specifically, the electronic mail relay server 3a
determines a processing method for the electronic mail
based on contents of the communication condition infor-
mation C. When a first character of the communication
condition information C is "S", a reception condition is
that a hash value of a sender address of the electronic
mail coincides with a second character and subsequent
characters of the communication condition information
C. When the first character of the communication condi-
tion information C is "T", a reception condition is that re-
ception time of the electronic mail is before the second
character and subsequent characters of the communi-
cation condition information C. When the first character
of the communication condition information C is "O", a
reception condition is that a hash value of a domain name
part of the sender address of the electronic mail coincides
with the second character and subsequent characters of
the communication condition information C. When the
first character of the additional information C is "P", a
hash value of the sender address of the electronic mail
coincides with the second character to the seventh char-
acter of the communication condition information C and
reception time of the electronic mail is before an expira-
tion date indicated by the eighth character and subse-
quent characters of the communication condition infor-
mation C.
[0097] When the reception condition is satisfied, the
electronic mail relay server 3a transfers the electronic
mail with the recipient identifier acquired at step 5 as a
destination. When the reception condition is not satisfied,
the electronic mail relay server 3a rejects the communi-
cation request, that is, abandons the electronic mail.
[0098] As another processing method, it is conceivable
to transfer the electronic mail to another address desig-
nated in advance when a reception condition is not sat-
isfied. As still another processing method, it is conceiv-
able to select other communication forms such as a com-
munication form of returning an electronic mail including
a URL of an Internet bulletin board server to a sender
when a reception condition is not satisfied.
[0099] When the first character of the communication
condition information DC is "D" or "I", the electronic mail
relay server 3a inserts a character string, which is ob-
tained by sandwiching the character string of the com-
munication condition information C with "[Safe-
tyTag="and"]", in a leading part of a Subject field of the
electronic mail and relays the electronic mail with the
recipient identifier as a destination. The relayed electron-

ic mail is relayed to the recipient terminal through several
electronic mail relay servers 3b.
[0100] Next, the recipient terminal 1 receives a notice
of the communication request (step 7). When the com-
munication condition information C is included in the
communication request, the recipient terminal 1 notifies
the relay system 3 whether the communication request
should be received. Specifically, the recipient terminal 1
receives a list of arrived mails from the electronic mail
relay server 3b, to which the terminal is subordinate, in
a form including a Subject field of a mail based on a stand-
ard protocol like an IMAP. When a leading part of the
Subject field starts with "[Safety Tag=", the recipient ter-
minal 1 acquires a character up to "]" as the communi-
cation condition information C. When the first character
of the communication condition information C is "I", the
recipient terminal 1 acquires a character string indicated
by the second character of the communication condition
information C as an order number of an identifier-for-
disclosure and performs processing based on a process-
ing method set by the recipient in advance concerning
the order number.
[0101] When the designated processing is "rejection
of a request", the recipient terminal 1 transmits an in-
struction to delete the mail to the electronic mail relay
server 3b. In addition, like the operation of the relay sys-
tem at step 6, as another processing method, it is also
conceivable to transfer the mail to another address or
select another communication form (use an Internet bul-
letin board).
[0102] It is also conceivable that the types of the com-
munication condition information C are only the identifi-
cation number display "I" and the disclosure destination
display "D" and the relay system 3 does not determine a
processing method for the communication request at
step 6. In addition, it is also conceivable that the types
of the communication condition information C are only
the sender limitation "S" or the time limitation "T" and the
recipient terminal 1 does not determine a processing
method for the communication request at step 7. Further,
it is also conceivable that the type of the communication
condition information C is only the disclosure destination
display "D" and neither the relay system 3 nor the recip-
ient terminal 1 determines a processing method for the
communication request at step 6 or step 7.
[0103] It is also conceivable that an identifier-for-dis-
closure is created such that the part of the communication
condition information C can be read by any person. In
this case, at step 2, the recipient terminal obtains a ma-
nipulation prevention code for the communication condi-
tion information C, sets a result of encrypting a character
string, which is obtained by connecting this manipulation
prevention code and N (a character string before @ of
the recipient identifier), with the public key as t, and adds
a domain name "@pcode.com" to a character string,
which is obtained by connecting this t and the communi-
cation condition information C with an appropriate con-
nector, to create an identifier-for-disclosure. At step 5,
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the electronic mail relay server 3a separates a character
string before @ (a user name) of the destination of the
received electronic mail at the connector and acquires
the communication condition information C and t. The
electronic mail relay server 3a decrypts t with the secret
key and acquires the manipulation prevention code and
N. The electronic mail relay server 3a checks whether a
result of calculating the manipulation prevention code
from the acquired communication condition information
C and the manipulation prevention code acquired from t
coincide with each other. As a specific method of creating
a simple manipulation prevention code, a method of cal-
culating a hash value of the communication condition in-
formation C is conceivable.
[0104] Next, a mail system, to which the first embodi-
ment is applied, is explained more specifically. Fig. 3 is
a block diagram of a system configuration of the mail
system according to the first embodiment. Note that, for
convenience of explanation, it is assumed that a mail
address granted to a recipient receiving a mail (herein-
after referred to as "recipient mail address") is "abc@us-
er.com" and a mail address granted to a sender trans-
mitting a mail (hereinafter referred to as "sender mail ad-
dress") is "def@user.com". In addition, for convenience
of explanation, it is assumed that delivery condition in-
formation including a sender address and an expiration
date is used instead of the communication condition in-
formation including c1 and c2. Further, a common key
encryption system is used and a recipient address and
the like are inputted on a dedicated page every time an
address-for-disclosure is created.
[0105] In the mail system shown in the figure, when a
sender at the sender terminal 111 transmits a mail to a
recipient at the recipient terminal 112, instead of setting
the recipient address "abc@user.com", which is an orig-
inal mail address of the recipient, as a destination of the
mail, an address-for-disclosure SW63HM8vb@pcode.
com, which is obtained by embedding delivery condition
information in this recipient address, is set as a destina-
tion of the mail.
[0106] Consequently, such a mail is delivered to a fil-
tering server 116 having a domain name "pcode.com"
via the Internet 110 and a transmission server 114. The
filtering server 116 judges whether the mail should be
delivered to the recipient based on the delivery condition
information embedded in the address-for-disclosure. The
filtering server 116 redelivers only a mail, which is judged
to be delivered to the recipient, with a destination of the
mail set as the recipient address "abc@user.com".
[0107] Then, a redelivered mail 118 is delivered to a
reception server 115 having a domain name "user.com"
via the Internet 110 and stored in a mail box 115a corre-
sponding to the recipient address "abc@user.com".
Thus, the recipient can take out the mail from this mail
box 115a.
[0108] In this way, in such a mail system, a mail having
the address-for-disclosure embedded with the delivery
condition information as the destination address is trans-

mitted and only a proper mail is delivered to a user based
on the delivery condition information in the address-for-
disclosure in the filtering server. This makes it possible
to deliver only a mail satisfying the delivery condition to
the user.
[0109] Next, a configuration of the mail system shown
in Fig. 3 is explained. As shown in the figure, this mail
system has a system configuration in which the sender
terminal 111, the recipient terminal 112, the transmission
server (an SMTP server) 114, the reception server (a
POP server) 115, and the filtering server 116 are con-
nected to the Internet 110.
[0110] The sender terminal 111 is a terminal apparatus
that is used by a user (a sender) who transmits a mail to
a user (a recipient) who uses the recipient terminal 112.
Specifically, in transmitting a mail to the recipient terminal
112, the sender terminal 111 creates a mail, which has
an address-for-disclosure the "SW63HM8vb@pcode.
com" notified from the recipient terminal 112 as a desti-
nation and an own address "def@user.com" as a sender,
and transmits the mail to the Internet 110.
[0111] The recipient terminal 112 is a terminal appa-
ratus that takes out the mail from the own mail box 115a
in the reception server 115 and also performs processing
for creating an own address-for-disclosure and notifying
the sender terminal 111 of the address-for-disclosure.
The recipient terminal 112 has a delivery-condition-infor-
mation acquiring unit 112a, an address-for-disclosure
creating unit 112b, an address-for-disclosure notifying
unit 112c, and a storing unit 113 that stores an encryption
key serving as a common key.
[0112] The delivery-condition-information acquiring
unit 112a is a processing unit that acquires any one of a
sender address and an expiration date (a term of mail
delivery permission) or both as delivery condition infor-
mation. For example, the delivery-condition-information
acquiring unit 112a causes a user to input these items in
the address-for-disclosure creation page to thereby ac-
quire corresponding data.
[0113] The address-for-disclosure creating unit 112b
is a processing unit that creates an address-for-disclo-
sure based on a recipient address and delivery condition
information (any one of a sender address and an expi-
ration date or both). Specifically, the address-for-disclo-
sure creating unit 112b encrypts character strings, which
include user names before @ (account names) and terms
of validity of the recipient address and the sender ad-
dress, using the common key and grants a domain name
to this encrypted data to create an address-for-disclo-
sure. Note that processing of the address-for-disclosure
creating unit 112b corresponds to an identifier-for-disclo-
sure creating step in claim 1, the recipient terminal 112
corresponds to an identifier-for-disclosure granting unit
in claim 22, and the address-for-disclosure creating unit
112b corresponds to an identifier-for-disclosure creating
unit in claim 22.
[0114] The address-for-disclosure notifying unit 112c
is a processing unit that notifies the user (the sender)
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using the sender terminal 111 of the address-for-disclo-
sure created by the address-for-disclosure creating unit
112b. Specifically, the address-for-disclosure notifying
unit 112c can notify the address-for-disclosure using a
communication mail having the sender address
"def@user.com" of the sender as a destination and the
address-for-disclosure "SW63HM8vb@pcode.com" as a
sender. When such a communication mail is used, since
the sender is not required to input the address-for-dis-
closure, it is possible to prevent input mistakes and re-
alize smooth use of an address.
[0115] The storing unit 113 is a storing device that
stores an encryption key 113a serving as a common key
granted to the reception terminal 12 in advance in asso-
ciation with identification information for an encryption
key. An encryption key same as the encryption key 113a
is also held in the filtering server 116 because the en-
cryption key is required for delivery condition information
extracting processing of the filtering server 116.
[0116] The transmission server 114 is an SMTP server
that is used when the user (the sender) using the sender
terminal 111 transmits a mail. The reception server 115
is a POP server that is used when the user (the recipient)
using the recipient terminal 112 receives a mail. The re-
ception server 115 has a mail box 115a. When a mail
reaches the mail box 115a, it is notified to the recipient
terminal 112 to that effect. Then, automatic reception of
the mail from the mail box 115a by the recipient terminal
112 is performed.
[0117] The filtering server 116 is a server apparatus
that performs filtering for a mail based on the delivery
condition information included in the address-for-disclo-
sure. Specifically, when the sender address included in
the delivery condition information and a sender of the
mail are identical and the expiration date included in the
delivery condition information has not expired at the point
of mail reception by the filtering server 116, the mail is
redelivered (transferred) with a mail address of the mail
replaced with the original recipient address "abc@us-
er.com".
[0118] The filtering server 116 has a mail-reception
processing unit 116a, a delivery-condition-information
extracting unit 116b, a mail-transfer processing unit 116c,
and an encryption-key table 116d. Note that processing
of the deliver condition information extracting unit 116b
corresponds to a restoring step in claim 1 and processing
of the mail-transfer processing unit 116c corresponds to
a communication establishing step in claim 1. The filter-
ing server 116 corresponds to a relay system in claim 22
and the restoring unit 32 and the relay processing unit
33 correspond to a restoring unit and a communication
establishing unit in claim 22, respectively.
[0119] The mail-reception processing unit 116a is a
processing unit that receives a mail 117 having the ad-
dress-for-disclosure "SW63HM8vb@pcode.com" as a
destination. Since such a filtering server 116 is a server
apparatus having a domain name of the address-for-dis-
closure, all addresses-for-disclosure are to be received

by the filtering server 116.
[0120] The delivery-condition-information extracting
unit 116b is a processing unit that extracts delivery con-
dition information from the address-for-disclosure form-
ing the address of the mail. Specifically, the delivery-con-
dition-information extracting unit 116b decrypts the user
name part "SW63HM8vb" before @ of the address-for-
disclosure "SW63HM8vb@pcode.com" using a decryp-
tion key, extracts a character string including the user
name "abc" of the recipient address, the user name "def"
of the sender address, and an expiration date "H150701",
and sets a sender address "def@user.com", which is ob-
tained by adding a predetermined domain name "@us-
er.com" to the user name "def" of the sender address,
and the expiration date "H150701" as delivery condition
information.
[0121] Here, the decryption key used for this decryp-
tion is extracted from the decryption-key table 116d.
However, since various mails reach the filtering server
116, it is unclear which decryption key should be used
to decrypt the address-for-disclosure. Therefore, an
identification ID of a decryption key is added at a stage
when the address-for-disclosure is created in the ad-
dress-for-disclosure creating unit 112b of the recipient
terminal 112 as already explained. Then, the delivery-
condition-information extracting unit 116b uses the iden-
tification ID of the decryption key included in such an
address-for-disclosure to specify a decryption key and,
then, performs decryption using the decryption key.
[0122] The mail-transfer processing unit 116c judges
whether a mail should be transferred to an original recip-
ient based on the delivery condition information extracted
by the delivery-condition-information extracting unit
116b. When the mail should be transferred to the original
recipient, the mail-transfer processing unit 116c redeliv-
ers the mail with the recipient address "abc@user.com",
which is obtained by adding the predetermined domain
name "@user.com" to the user name "abc" of the recip-
ient address obtained by decrypting the address-for-dis-
closure, as a destination.
[0123] Specifically, when the sender address
"def@user.com" obtained by decrypting the address-for-
disclosure coincides with an address of a sender of the
mail, the mail is a mail from a user (a sender) who is
allowed to transmit a mail by the recipient. Thus, it is
judged that the mail should be redelivered. When a re-
ception time of the mail is before expiration date
"H150701" obtained by decrypting the address-for-dis-
closure, the mail is within a period set by the recipient in
advance. Thus, it is judged that the mail should be rede-
livered.
[0124] Next, a processing procedure for the recipient
terminal 112 shown in Fig. 3 is explained further in detail.
Fig. 4 is a flowchart of the processing procedure for the
recipient terminal 112 shown in Fig. 3. The recipient ter-
minal 112 acquires a sender address and an expiration
date as delivery condition information using an address-
For-disclosure creation page 120 shown in Fig. 5 (step
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41). Specifically, the address-for-disclosure creation
page 120 includes a recipient address input frame 121,
a sender address input frame 122, and an expiration-
date input frame 123. Thus, when an OK input frame 124
is designated, a sender address and an expiration date
among data inputted in these frames only have to be
acquired as delivery condition information.
[0125] Thereafter, the recipient terminal 112 extracts
the encryption key 113a stored in the storing unit 113
(step 42) and encrypts a character string, which includes
user names of a recipient address and a sender address
and an expiration date, using the encryption key 113a to
create an address-for-disclosure (step 43). The recipient
terminal 112 displays the created address-for-disclosure
in a display frame 125 of the address-for-disclosure cre-
ation page 120 shown in Fig. 5 and notifies the sender
terminal 111 of the address-for-disclosure (step 44). Note
that, according to the first embodiment, since the encryp-
tion key 113a stored in the storing unit 113 is used as a
common key, a publicly-known method for the common
key encryption system only has to be used in creating an
address-for-disclosure.
[0126] Next, how to create an address-for-disclosure
by the address-for-disclosure creating unit 112b shown
in Fig. 3 is explained more specifically. Fig. 6 is a sche-
matic for explaining how to create an address-for-disclo-
sure by the address creating unit 112b shown in Fig. 3.
[0127] As shown in the figure, in creating an address-
for-disclosure, first, a character string, which is obtained
by connecting the user name part "abc" before @ of the
recipient address "abc@user.com", the user name part
"def" before @ of the sender address "def@user.com",
and the expiration date "H150701" with blanks, is en-
crypted using the encryption key 113a to create encrypt-
ed data "SW63HM8v".
[0128] Thereafter, an identifier ID "b" of an encryption
key is added to this encrypted data to change the en-
crypted data to "SW63HM8vb", which is set as a user
name of the address-for-disclosure. Thereafter, the do-
main name "@pcode.com" is added to create the ad-
dress-for-disclosure "SW63HM8vb@pcode.com".
[0129] Note that, for convenience of explanation, a
blank is used as a connector. However, it is also possible
to use a character such as "+" as a connector. In addition,
since the domain name of each mail address is "@us-
er.com" as a premise, the user name parts before @ of
the sender address and the recipient address are used.
However, the entire user name and domain name may
be set as an object of encryption. For example, when
mail addresses having various domain names like
"@aaa.com", "@bbb.com", and "@ccc.ne.jp" are set as
objects of processing, although a data length of an add
ress-for-disclosure becomes long, it is necessary to set
the entire user name and domain name as an object of
encryption.
[0130] Moreover, for convenience of explanation, the
sender address and the recipient address are directly
used. However, the present invention can be applied in

completely the same manner when a hash value of the
sender address is used instead of the sender address
and compressed data of the recipient address is used
instead of the recipient address.
[0131] Next, a processing procedure for the filtering
server 116 shown in Fig. 3 is explained. Fig. 7 is a flow-
chart of the processing procedure for the filtering server
116 shown in Fig. 3. As shown in the figure, in the filtering
server 116, when the mail-reception processing unit 116a
receives the mail 117 having the address-for-disclosure
as a destination (step 51), the mail-reception processing
unit 116a extracts a user name of the address-for-disclo-
sure from the mail 117 (step 52). At the same time, the
delivery-condition-information extracting unit 116b ex-
tracts a corresponding encryption key from the encryp-
tion-key table 116d (step 53).
[0132] Thereafter, the delivery-condition-information
extracting unit 116b decrypts the user name with the ex-
tracted encryption key to extract delivery condition infor-
mation (a sender address and an expiration date) (step
54) and checks whether a sender address included in
the delivery condition information coincides with the
sender of the mail 117 (step 55). As a result, when the
sender address and the sender do not coincide with each
other ("No" at step 55), the mail-transfer processing unit
116c considers that the mail is not a mail from a user
originally allowed to transmit a mail and abandons the
mail 117 (step 56) and records a log of the processing
(step 57).
[0133] On the other hand, when the sender address
included in the delivery condition information and the
sender of the mail 117 coincide with each other ("Yes"
at step 51), the delivery-condition-information extracting
unit 116b checks whether reception time of the mail 117
is before expiration date included in the delivery condition
information (step 58). As a result, when the reception
time is not before expiration date ("No" at step 58), the
mail-transfer processing unit 116c abandons the mail 117
for reasons of expiration of the term (step 56) and records
a log of the processing (step 57). When the reception
time is before expiration date ("Yes" in step 58), the mail-
transfer processing unit 116c regards that both the con-
ditions are satisfied and changes the destination of the
mail 117 to the original recipient address to transfer the
mail 117 (step 59).
[0134] Next, how to implement filtering by the
delivery-condition-information extracting unit 116b and
the mail-transfer processing unit 116c shown in Fig. 3 is
explained more specifically. Fig. 8 is a schematic for ex-
plaining how to implement filtering by the delivery-con-
dition-information extracting unit 116b and the mail-
transfer processing unit 116c shown in Fig. 3.
[0135] As shown in the figure, the delivery-condition-
information extracting unit 116b extracts the user name
part "SW63HM8vb" from the address-for-disclosure
"SW63HM8vb@pcode.com", which is the destination of
the mail 117. Then, the delivery-condition-information ex-
tracting unit 116b extracts a corresponding encryption
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key from the encryption-key table 116d using the identi-
fication ID "b" of the encryption key located at the end of
the user name part.
[0136] Thereafter, the delivery-condition-information
extracting unit 116b decrypts "SW63HM8v" using the ex-
tracted encryption key and acquires a character string
"abc def H1 50701 ". The delivery-condition-information
extracting unit 116 sets the address "abc@user.com",
which is obtained by adding the domain name "@us-
er.com" to "abc", as a recipient address, sets the address
"def@user.com", which is obtained by adding the domain
name "@user.com" to "def", as a sender address, and
sets "H150701" as an expiration date.
[0137] Thereafter, when the sender of the mail 117 is
"def@user.com", the delivery-condition-information ex-
tracting unit 116b judges that a sender condition is sat-
isfied. When the reception time of the mail 117 is before
"H150701", the delivery-condition-information extracting
unit 116 judges that a temporal condition is satisfied.
Then, when both the conditions are satisfied, the mail-
transfer processing unit 116c transfers the mail with
"abc@user.com" extracted from the address-for-disclo-
sure as a recipient address of the mail 117. When at least
one of the conditions is not satisfied, the mail-transfer
processing unit 116c abandons the mail and records a
log of the processing.
[0138] Note that, for convenience of explanation, a
mail is abandoned when the mail does not satisfy a con-
dition. However it is also possible to transfer a mail with
a mail address of an administrator or the like as a desti-
nation address when the mail does not satisfy a condition.
Consequently, the administrator or the like can grasp a
state of unsolicited bulk emails and the like properly.
[0139] As described above, the address-for-disclosure
creating unit 112b of the recipient terminal 112 encrypts
a recipient address and delivery condition information to
create an address-for-disclosure and notifies the sender
terminal 111 of the address-for-disclosure. When the fil-
tering server 116 receives the mail having the address-
for-disclosure transmitted from the sender terminal 111
as a destination, the delivery-condition-information ex-
tracting unit 116d extracts the delivery condition informa-
tion from the address-for-disclosure and transfers the
mail to the original recipient address only when the mail
satisfies conditions of the delivery condition information.
Consequently, it is possible to control use of the recipient
address for purposes other than expected purposes fol-
lowing leakage and diffusion of the recipient address.
Note that, for convenience of explanation, the common
key encryption system is used. As already explained, it
is also possible to apply the present invention when the
public key encryption system is used. The recipient ter-
minal referred to in this specification includes a computer,
a router, a PBX, and the like used by the recipient.

(Second embodiment)

[0140] In a series of the explanations, creation and no-

tification of an identifier-for-disclosure are performed in
the recipient terminal. However, when the recipient ter-
minal is used as an identifier-for-disclosure granting unit,
it is troublesome for a recipient himself/herself to create
and notify an identifier-for-disclosure for each sender or
every time the identifier-for-disclosure is required. Natu-
rally, the sender does not know a recipient identifier.
Thus, in requesting an identifier-for-disclosure, the send-
er needs to request the identifier-for-disclosure from the
recipient using means other than the communication us-
ing the relay system described above. In notifying the
sender of the identifier-for-disclosure, since it is likely that
the recipient identifier of the recipient is revealed to the
sender depending on a communication form. Thus, it may
be necessary to notify the recipient identifier with another
means.
[0141] Here, if an apparatus other than the recipient
terminal, for example, an intermediary apparatus differ-
ent from both the recipient terminal and the relay system
is used as the identifier-for-disclosure granting unit, the
recipient is released from troublesome creation and no-
tification of the identifier-for-disclosure. In addition, the
recipient can request and receive the identifier-for-dis-
closure through communication. Thus, in the following
explanation, creation and notification of an identifier-for-
disclosure are performed in the intermediary apparatus.
[0142] Fig. 9 is a schematic of a basic configuration of
a communication system of the present invention using
an intermediary apparatus 4 as the identifier-for-disclo-
sure granting unit. The intermediary apparatus 4 includes
a recipient-identifier storing unit 41, an identifier-for-dis-
closure creating unit 42, and an identifier-for-disclosure
notifying unit 43 that are basically the same as the recip-
ient-identifier storing unit 11, the identifier-for-disclosure
creating unit 12, and the identifier-for-disclosure notifying
unit 13 shown in Fig. 1, respectively. In addition, the in-
termediary apparatus 4 includes an identifier-request re-
ceiving unit 44 that receives a request-for-disclosure of
an identifier-for-disclosure of a recipient from a commu-
nication terminal of a sender.
[0143] In such a configuration, the sender terminal 2
requests the intermediary apparatus 4 to disclose an
identifier-for-disclosure of the recipient terminal 1
through communication using a usual relay system (not
shown). In the intermediary apparatus 4, when the iden-
tifier-request receiving unit 44 receives this request, the
identifier-for-disclosure creating unit 42 creates an iden-
tifier-for-disclosure T with a method executable by oper-
ators other than an operator of the relay system 3 from
a recipient identifier R stored in the recipient-identifier
storing unit 41 and predetermined communication con-
dition information C that is stored separately or inputted.
The identifier-for-disclosure creating unit 42 notifies the
sender terminal 2 of the identifier-for-disclosure T (dis-
closes the identifier-for-disclosure T to the sender termi-
nal 2 using the usual relay system identifier form the dis-
closure notifying unit 43.
[0144] In this case, if the intermediary apparatus 4 in-
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cludes an authentication unit 45, which judges whether
the sender requesting disclosure of the identifier-for-dis-
closure of the recipient has a qualification for the disclo-
sure of the identifier-for-disclosure and, when the sender
does not have the qualification, abandons the request, it
is possible to prevent the intermediary apparatus 4 from
disclosing the identifier-for-disclosure to a third party plot-
ting to perform communication that is annoying for the
recipient.
[0145] The sender terminal 2 designates the identifier-
for-disclosure T to request the relay system 3 to perform
communication. Operations after that are the same as
those explained in Fig. 1. Note that it is assumed that the
recipient identifier R, which is sent by communication us-
ing the ordinary relay system from the recipient terminal
1 or the relay system 3 in advance, is stored in the recip-
ient-identifier storing unit 41.
[0146] Fig. 10 is a sequence chart of a processing pro-
cedure in which an intermediary apparatus performs cre-
ation and notification of an identifier-for-disclosure. As
already explained according to the first embodiment, on
the premise that a certain ISP operates an electronic mail
relay system based on the present invention, a certain
company IDP registers a customer of the company in the
ISP as a member and discloses an identifier-for-disclo-
sure of the customer to an associated EC agent. The
customer of the IDP has a customer ID allocated by the
IDP, has an electronic mail account on the electronic mail
relay server 3b operated by the ISP, and has an electronic
mail address in a form of "customer name@user.com".
[0147] The associated EC agent operates an EC site
that allows the customer of the company IDP to order a
commodity on a WEB browser. The associated EC agent
forms an order page of the EC site such that a WEB
terminal of the customer transmits the customer ID of the
customer to a server of the EC site simultaneously with
order of a commodity. It is possible to describe such an
order page in the standard HTML. In this case, order
information is transmitted to the EC site according to the
standard HTTP procedure.
[0148] The company IDP installs a WEB server as the
intermediary apparatus 4. This WEB server includes an
address database that stores for each customer of the
company IDP, a customer ID and an electronic mail ad-
dress of the customer. Such an address DB can be re-
alized using commercially available relational database
software.
[0149] First, the customer of the company IDP regis-
ters an own electronic mail address in the intermediary
apparatus 4 of the company IDP using a form transmis-
sion procedure and the like based on the HTTP protocol
(step 11). Then, the ISP prepares a secret key and a
public key and makes the public key public (step 12).
Note that, when a conditioned recipient identifier is cre-
ated using a common key, the ISP regards the company
IDP as a customer, creates a common key corresponding
to the company IDP, and notifies the company IDP of the
common key.

[0150] Thereafter, the customer of the company IDP
uses the WEB terminal to inspect a web page of the EC
site of the associated EC agent and order a commodity
(step 13). Consequently, the WEB terminal transmits or-
der information including the customer ID of the customer
to a server of the EC site and the server of the EC site
receives order information.
[0151] Thereafter, the server of the EC site acquires
the customer ID from the received order information and
transmits an address disclosure request including the
customer ID to the intermediary apparatus 4 (step 14).
Specifically, the server of the EC site transmits an HTTP
request message, which includes the customer ID as a
retrieval key, based on the HTTP protocol. In addition,
the server of the EC site includes authentication informa-
tion of the server itself in the HTTP request message.
[0152] Thereafter, the intermediary apparatus 4 re-
ceives the address disclosure request, authenticates a
transmission source of the request to judge whether the
transmission source is an apparatus of the associated
agent, and acquires an ID included in the request (step
15). This authentication can be realized by basic authen-
tication or digest authentication based on the HTTP pro-
tocol. When the transmission source of the request is not
an apparatus of the associated agent, the intermediary
apparatus 4 rejects the request. When the transmission
source of the request is an apparatus of the associated
agent, the intermediary apparatus 4 executes the follow-
ing procedure.
[0153] The intermediary apparatus 4 acquires an elec-
tronic mail address of a customer corresponding to the
customer ID acquired in at step 14 with reference to the
address DB and creates an identifier-for-disclosure ac-
cording to the procedure indicated by step 2 according
to the first embodiment with this electronic mail address
as a recipient identifier (step 16).
[0154] When the identifier-for-disclosure is created us-
ing a public key, the intermediary apparatus 4 uses the
public key made public by the ISP. When the identifier-
for-disclosure is created using a common key, the inter-
mediary apparatus 4 uses the common key of the IDP.
[0155] It is possible to include information limiting a
sender address or information designating an expiration
date of the identifier-for-disclosure as a condition. When
the sender address is limited, it is assumed that the in-
termediary apparatus 4 has a DB for storing an electronic
mail address of the associated agent. The reference nu-
meral c1 described at step 2 according to the first em-
bodiment is set as "S" and the hash value of the electronic
mail address of the request transmission source authen-
ticated at step 15 is set as c2. On the other hand, when
an expiration date is designated, a value, which is ob-
tained by adding a fixed time (fourteen days, thirteen
days, etc.) from the point with c1 set as "T", is set as c2.
[0156] Thereafter, the intermediary apparatus 4 trans-
mits a response message responding to the address dis-
closure request to the server of the EC site with the cre-
ated identifier-for-disclosure included in the response
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message (step 17). The server of the EC site stores the
received conditioned recipient identifier together with the
order information received at step 13 (step 18).
[0157] An employee of the associated EC agent makes
contact with the customer using an electronic mail as
required. In this case, the employee transmits the elec-
tronic mail with the conditioned recipient identifier stored
at step 18 by the EC site as a destination of the electronic
mail. Operations after that are the same as the process-
ing of step 4 and the subsequent steps according to the
first embodiment. If the electronic mail address is circu-
lated in this way, it is possible to prevent the employee
of the EC agent from leaking the electronic mail address
of the customer for an illegal purpose.
[0158] A mail system, to which the second embodi-
ment is applied, is explained more specifically. Fig. 11 is
a schematic of a system configuration in which a mail-
for-disclosure processing server 132, which performs
both creation of an address-for-disclosure and filtering,
is provided.
[0159] As shown in the figure, in this case, in a recipient
terminal 130, when the delivery-condition-information ac-
quiring unit 112a acquires delivery condition information,
an address-notification requesting unit 131 requests the
mail-for-disclosure processing server 132 to notify the
sender terminal 11 of the address-for-disclosure. Specif-
ically, it is necessary to include a recipient address and
delivery condition information (a sender address and an
expiration date) in this address notification request.
[0160] When an address notification request receiving
unit 133a included in an address notification processing
unit 133 of the mail-for-disclosure processing server 132
receives such an address notification request from the
recipient terminal 130, an address-for-disclosure creat-
ing unit 133b creates an address-for-disclosure, and the
address-for-disclosure notifying unit 133c notifies the
sender terminal 11 of the address-for-disclosure. Note
that a mail-reception processing unit 134a, a delivery-
condition-information extracting unit 134b, and a mail-
transfer processing unit 134c forming a filtering process-
ing unit 134 have the same functions as the mail-recep-
tion processing unit 116a, the delivery-condition-informa-
tion extracting unit 116b, and the mail-transfer process-
ing unit 116c of the filtering server 116 shown in Fig. 3.
[0161] In this way, since creation of an address-for-
disclosure is assigned to a server apparatus separate
from the recipient terminal 130, it is possible to create an
address-for-disclosure without causing an increase in a
processing load of the recipient terminal 130. In particu-
lar, as shown in Fig. 11, since creation of an
address-for-disclosure and filtering are assigned to the
same server apparatus, it is possible to make processing
for an
address-for-discfosure unitary, This is advantageous in
adopting a business form for providing the processing as
a single business service.

(Third embodiment)

[0162] According to the second embodiment, a recip-
ient identifier is registered in an intermediary apparatus.
However, in some cases, a recipient does not wish to
reveal a recipient identifier to an operator of an interme-
diary apparatus either. In such a case, a preliminary iden-
tifier-for-disclosure To is created using a recipient iden-
tifier R of the recipient and specific information (prelimi-
nary communication condition information) Co in a com-
munication terminal of the recipient or a relay system.
This preliminary identifier-for-disclosure To is registered
in an intermediary apparatus as a recipient identifier of
the recipient. The intermediary apparatus requests an-
other apparatus to rewrite the specific additional infor-
mation Co to original communication condition informa-
tion C, obtains an identifier-for-disclosure T from the pre-
liminary identifier-for-disclosure To, and notifies a sender
of this identifier-for-disclosure T.
[0163] Fig. 12 is a schematic of a basic configuration
of a communication system of the present invention using
an identifier rewriting apparatus 5. As shown in the figure,
the identifier-for-disclosure rewriting apparatus 5 has a
rewrite-request receiving unit 51, a restoring unit 52, an
identifier-for-disclosure creating unit 53, and a respond-
ing unit 54.
[0164] In such a configuration, the recipient terminal 1
creates the preliminary identifier-for-disclosure To using
the recipient identifier R and specific information, in par-
ticular, the information (the preliminary communication
condition information) Co for limiting a disclosure desti-
nation to the intermediary apparatus 4 in advance. The
recipient terminal 1 sends the preliminary identifier-for-
disclosure To to the intermediary apparatus 4 according
to communication using an ordinary relay system and
registers the preliminary identifier-for-disclosure To in a
recipient-identifier storing unit 41.
[0165] The sender terminal 2 requests the intermedi-
ary apparatus 4 to disclose the identifier-for-disclosure
of the recipient terminal 1 according to communication
using the ordinary relay system (not shown). In the inter-
mediary apparatus 4, when the identifier-request receiv-
ing unit 44 receives this request, the identifier-for-disclo-
sure creating unit 42 designates the preliminary identifier-
for-disclosure To stored in the recipient-identifier storing
unit 41 and the predetermined communication condition
information C, which is stored separately or inputted, and
requests the identifier-for-disclosure rewriting apparatus
5 to rewrite communication condition information accord-
ing to communication using the ordinary relay system.
[0166] In the identifier-for-disclosure rewriting appara-
tus 5, when the rewrite-request receiving unit 51 receives
this request, the restoring unit 52 decrypts the preliminary
identifier-for-disclosure To with a method executable by
only an operator of the rewriting apparatus 5 and acquires
the recipient identifier R and the specific preliminary com-
munication condition information Co. The identifier-for-
disclosure creating unit 53 of the identifier-for-disclosure
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rewriting apparatus 5 creates the identifier-for-disclosure
T with a method executable by operators other than the
operator of the relay system 3 from the acquired recipient
identifier R and the designated communication condition
information C. The responding unit 54 transmits the iden-
tifier-for-disclosure T to the relay apparatus 4 according
to communication using the ordinary relay system.
[0167] In this case, if the identifier-for-disclosure re-
writing apparatus 5 includes an authenticating unit 55
that judges whether the intermediary apparatus, which
requests rewriting, has a qualification for requesting re-
writing based on the preliminary communication condi-
tion information of the preliminary identifier-for-disclo-
sure To, that is, the information Co for limiting a disclosure
destination to the intermediary apparatus 4 and aban-
dons the request when the intermediary apparatus does
not have the qualification, it is possible to prevent the
identifier-for-disclosure rewriting apparatus 5 from rewrit-
ing preliminary communication condition information in
an intermediary apparatus that is unqualified for the re-
cipient.
[0168] The relay apparatus 4 transmits the received
identifier-for-disclosure T to the sender terminal 2 with
the identifier-for-disclosure notifying unit 43 according to
communication using the ordinary relay system. The
sender terminal 2 designates the identifier-for-disclosure
T to request the relay system 3 to perform communica-
tion. Operations after that are the same as those in the
case of Fig. 1.
[0169] Fig. 13 is a sequence chart of a processing pro-
cedure in the third embodiment. Here, the ISP operates
the identifier-for-disclosure rewriting apparatus 5. The
ISP allocates an intermediary agent ID to the IDP. In cre-
ation of the preliminary identifier-for-disclosure To, a cus-
tomer creates a disclosure specifying identifier having
the intermediary agent ID as the communication condi-
tion information Co. Moreover, in step 11, the customer
notifies the intermediary apparatus 4 of the disclosure
destination specifying identifier instead of an electronic
mail address of the customer himself/herself, Then, an
operation at step 16 according to the second embodiment
is as described below.
[0170] First, the intermediary apparatus 4 acquires an
electronic mail address of a customer corresponding to
the customer ID acquired at step 15 with reference to the
address DB. Then, when this electronic mail address is
in a form of a preliminary identifier-for-disclosure, the in-
termediary apparatus 4 transmits a rewriting request in-
cluding the electronic mail address To and the predeter-
mined preliminary communication condition information
C to the identifier-for-disclosure rewriting apparatus 5
(step 21). Specifically, the intermediary apparatus 4
transmits an HTTP request message including the elec-
tronic mail address To and the preliminary communica-
tion condition information C. In this case, the intermediary
apparatus 4 includes authentication information includ-
ing the intermediary agent ID in the request message.
Here, C indicates information for limiting a sender to the

EC site. In other words, c1 is set as "S" and c2 is set as
a hash value of an electronic mail address of the EC site.
[0171] Thereafter, the rewriting apparatus 5 receives
the HTTP request message and, as at step 5 according
to the first embodiment, acquires the recipient identifier
R and the preliminary communication condition informa-
tion Co from the address To. Then, the rewriting appa-
ratus 5 checks whether the preliminary communication
condition information Co and the intermediary agent ID
indicted by the authentication information included in the
request message coincide with each other. When the
preliminary communication condition information Co and
the intermediary agent ID coincide with each other, the
rewriting apparatus 5 creates the identifier-for-discfosure
T in the same manner as step 2 according to the first
embodiment (step 22). Note that, when the preliminary
communication condition information Co and the inter-
mediary agent ID do not coincide with each other, the
rewriting apparatus 5 abandons the rewriting request.
[0172] Thereafter, the rewriting apparatus 5 sends the
identifier-for-disclosure T to the intermediary apparatus
4as a response to the request message (step 23).
[0173] According to the third embodiment, a prelimi-
nary identifier-for-disclosure is created in the recipient
terminal. It is assumed that the recipient terminal in this
context includes a computer used by a recipient, a router,
a PBX, and the like. Other than the communication ter-
minal of the recipient, the relay system granting a recip-
ient identifier may create an identifier-for-disclosure and
a preliminary identifier-for-disclosure.

(Fourth embodiment)

[0174] Incidentally, although the present invention is
applied to the mail systems in the first to the third em-
bodiments, it is also possible to apply the present inven-
tion to systems other than the mail systems. Thus, ac-
cording to a fourth embodiment of the present invention,
the present invention is applied to a telephone exchange
system (a telephone number).
[0175] First, characteristics of the telephone exchange
system according to the fourth embodiment are ex-
plained. Fig. 14 is a block diagram of a system configu-
ration of the telephone exchange system according to
the fourth embodiment. According to the fourth embodi-
ment, it is assumed that, when a person makes a call
from a telephone set, a telephone number of a person at
the other end of the line and a telephone number of the
person making the call are notified to the person at the
other end of the line.
[0176] In the telephone exchange system shown in the
figure, when a user (a sender) of a sender telephone 141
makes a call to a user (a recipient) of a recipient telephone
142, the sender dials a telephone-number-for-disclosure
embedded with call condition information rather than sim-
ply dialing a telephone number of the recipient telephone
142. Specifically, such a telephone number is a tele-
phone number including a service special number, for
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example, 0132-111-111 such that a telephone is adapted
for a telephone-number-for-disclosure processing appa-
ratus 143.
[0177] Consequently, such a telephone is off-hooked
in the telephone-number-for-disclosure processing ap-
paratus 143. It is judged whether a line of contact be-
tween the sender telephone 141 and the recipient tele-
phone 142 should be connected based on the call con-
dition information included in the telephone-number-for-
disclosure. When it is judged that the line of contact
should be connected, the telephone-number-for-disclo-
sure processing apparatus 143 dials the recipient tele-
phone 142 and instructs a switchboard B to connect the
line of contact between the sender telephone 141 and
the recipient telephone 142.
[0178] In this way, in such a telephone exchange sys-
tem, the sender telephone 141 dials the telephone-
number-for-disclosure processing apparatus 143 using
the telephone-number-for-disclosure embedded with the
call condition information. The telephone-number-for-
disclosure processing apparatus 143 connects only le-
gitimate sender telephones based on the call condition
information in the telephone-number-for-disclosure,
whereby only call requests satisfying the call conditions
are connected.
[0179] Next, a configuration of the telephone ex-
change system shown in Fig. 14 is explained. As shown
in the figure, this telephone exchange system has a sys-
tem configuration in which the sender telephone 141 is
connected to a switchboard A forming a telephone ex-
change network 140, the telephone-number-for-disclo-
sure processing apparatus 143 is connected to the
switchboard B, and the recipient telephone 142 is con-
nected to a switchboard C. When these switchboards A,
B, and C receive the telephone number of the service
special number "0132-111-111", the switchboards A, B,
and C connect lines to the telephone-number-for-disclo-
sure processing apparatus 143.
[0180] Here, the telephone-number-for-disclosure
processing apparatus 143 is an apparatus that performs
creation of a telephone-number-for-disclosure and filter-
ing based on call condition information included in the
telephone-number-for-disclosure. The telephone-
number-for-disclosure processing apparatus 143 has a
telephone-number-notification processing unit 144, a fil-
tering processing unit 145, and an encryption-key table
146.
[0181] The telephone-number-notification processing
unit 144 is a processing unit that, when a notification re-
quest for a telephone-number-for-disclosure is received
from the recipient telephone 142, creates a telephone-
number-for-disclosure based on an incoming-call tele-
phone number and call condition information and notifies
the sender telephone 141 of the telephone-number-for-
disclosure. The telephone-number-notification process-
ing unit 144 has a telephone-number-for-disclosure no-
tification request receiving unit 144a, a call-condition-in-
formation acquiring unit 144b, a telephone-number-for-

disclosure creating unit 144c, and a telephone-number-
for-disclosure notifying unit 144d.
[0182] The telephone-number-for-disclosure notifica-
tion request receiving unit 144a is a processing unit that
receives a notification request for a telephone-number-
for-disclosure to the sender telephone 141 from the re-
cipient telephone 142. Specifically, the telephone-
number-for-disclosure notification request receiving unit
144a confirms a notification request for a telephone-
number-for-disclosure according to number input by an
automatic voice response.
[0183] The call-condition-information acquiring unit
144b is a processing unit that acquires call condition in-
formation embedded in a telephone-number-for-disclo-
sure. Specifically, the call-condition-information acquir-
ing unit 144b acquires a sender telephone number and
an expiration date forming call condition information ac-
cording to automatic voice response and outputs the
sender telephone number and the expiration date to the
telephone-number-for-disclosure creating unit 144c.
[0184] The telephone-number-for-disclosure creating
unit 144c is a processing unit that creates a telephone-
number-for-disclosure based on an incoming-call tele-
phone number and call condition information (an outgo-
ing-call telephone number and an expiration date). Spe-
cifically, the telephone-number-for-disclosure creating
unit 144c grants an identification ID for an encryption key
to encrypted data, which is obtained by encrypting a char-
acter string including an incoming-call telephone
number, an outgoing-call telephone number, and an ex-
piration date with an encryption key of a common key
encryption system, and adds a service special number
"0132-111-111" to the encrypted data to obtain a tele-
phone-number-for-disclosure.
[0185] The telephone-number-for-disclosure notifying
unit 144d is a processing unit that notifies the sender
telephone 141 of the telephone-number-for-disclosure
created by the telephone-number-for-disclosure creating
unit 144. Specifically, the telephone-number-for-disclo-
sure notifying unit 144d notifies the telephone-number-
for-disclosure using automatic dialing and voice mes-
sage.
[0186] The filtering processing unit 145 is a processing
unit that judges wither a line connection between the re-
cipient telephone 142 and the sender telephone 141
should be performed based on call condition information
(call condition) included in a telephone-number-for-dis-
closure and, only when the call condition is satisfied, per-
forms the line connection. The filtering processing unit
145 has an incoming-call receiving unit 145a, a call-con-
dition-information extracting unit 145b, and a line-con-
nection instructing unit 145c.
[0187] The incoming-call receiving unit 145a is a
processing unit that receives an incoming call using the
telephone-number-for-disclosure from the sender tele-
phone 141. The call-condition-information extracting unit
145b is a processing unit that decrypts call condition in-
formation from the telephone-number-for-disclosure with
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an encryption key and extracts an outgoing-call tele-
phone number and an expiration date.
[0188] The line-connection instructing unit 145c is a
processing unit that, when the outgoing-call telephone
number extracted by the call-condition -information ex-
tracting unit 145b is proper and has not passed the ex-
piration date, dials (calls) the recipient telephone 142 and
instructs the switchboard B to connect the recipient tel-
ephone 142 and the sender telephone 141.
[0189] Next, a processing procedure for the recipient
telephone 142, the telephone-number-for-disclosure
processing apparatus 143, and the sender telephone 141
shown in Fig. 14 is explained. Fig. 15 is a sequence chart
the processing procedure for the recipient telephone 142,
the telephone-number-for-disclosure processing appa-
ratus 143, and the sender telephone 141 shown in Fig.
14.
[0190] As shown in the figure, first, when a user (a
recipient) using the recipient telephone 142 needs a tel-
ephone-number-for-disclosure to apply for mail order,
the user dials the telephone number "0132-111-111" of
the telephone-number-for-disclosure processing appa-
ratus 143 to request line connection (step 61). The re-
cipient telephone 142 sends call condition information
according to a voice guidance (step 62). Specifically, the
recipient telephone 142 sends an outgoing-call tele-
phone number (a mail address of a mail order agent) and
an expiration date as call condition information.
[0191] When the telephone-number-for-disclosure
processing apparatus 143 acquires such call condition
information, the telephone-number-for-disclosure
processing apparatus 143 creates a telephone-number-
for-disclosure embedded with this call condition informa-
tion (step 63) and notifies a user of the sender telephone
141 of the created telephone-number-for-disclosure with
a voice message (step 64).
[0192] Thereafter, the user of the sender telephone
141 dials a part of the telephone-number-for-disclosure
"0132-111-111" to request line connection (step 65) and,
then, the sender telephone 141 transmits an additional
number forming the remaining part of the telephone-
number-for-disclosure to the telephone-number-for-dis-
closure processing apparatus 143 (step 66). Then, the
telephone-number-for-disclosure processing apparatus
143 decrypts the additional number to extract the call
condition information (step 67) and judges whether line
connection is possible based on the call condition infor-
mation (step 68). When a call condition of the call con-
dition information is satisfied, the telephone-number-for-
disclosure processing apparatus 143 performs line con-
nection between the recipient telephone 142 and the
sender telephone 141 (step 69),
[0193] Next, a processing procedure for the telephone-
number-notification processing unit 144 shown in Fig. 14
is explained. Fig. 16 is a flowchart of the processing pro-
cedure for the telephone-number-notification processing
unit 144 shown in Fig. 14. As shown in the figure, when
the telephone-number-for-disclosure notification request

receiving unit 144a receives a notification request for a
telephone-number-for-disclosure from the recipient tele-
phone 142 (step 71). The call-condition-information ac-
quiring unit 144b performs voice guidance and receives
an incoming-call telephone number, an outgoing-call tel-
ephone number, and an expiration date sequentially
(steps 72 to 74).
[0194] Thereafter, the telephone-number-for-disclo-
sure creating unit 144c extracts an encryption key from
the encryption-key table 146 (step 75) and encrypts a
character string including the incoming-call telephone
number, the outgoing-call telephone number, and the ex-
piration date with the encryption key to create an addi-
tional number (step 76). In addition, the telephone-
number-for-disclosure creating unit 144 adds an identi-
fication ID of the encryption key to this additional number
(step 77) and further adds a service special number
"0132-111-111" to this additional number (step 78) to cre-
ate a telephone-number-for-disclosure. Finally, the tele-
phone-number-for-disclosure notifying unit 144d notifies
the user of the sender telephone 141 of the telephone-
number-for-disclosure (step 79) created.
[0195] Next, how to create a telephone-number-for-
disclosure by the telephone-number-for-disclosure cre-
ating unit 144c shown in Fig. 14 is explained more spe-
cifically. Fig. 17 is a schematic for explaining how to cre-
ate a telephone-number-for-disclosure by the telephone-
number-for-disclosure creating unit 144c shown in Fig.
14.
[0196] As shown in the figure, in creating a telephone-
number-for-disclosure, first, the telephone-number-for-
disclosure creating unit 144c encrypts a character string,
which is obtained by connecting an incoming-call tele-
phone number "03-1234-5678", an outgoing-call tele-
phone number "0422-11-2222", and an expiration date
"H150701" with blanks, using an encryption key "A12xyz"
to create encrypted data "536289013250069824".
[0197] Thereafter, the telephone-number-for-disclo-
sure creating unit 144c adds an identification ID "#58" of
the encryption key to this encrypted data to obtain an
additional number "536289013250069824#58" and sets
"0132-111-111 536289013250069824#58", which is ob-
tained by adding the service special number
"0132-111-111" to the additional number, as a telephone-
number-for-disclosure.
[0198] Note that, it is also possible to use a character
such as "+" as a connector. In addition, it is also possible
to create an additional number using numbers after an
area code (e.g., in the case of 03-1234-5678,
"12345678") instead of creating an additional number us-
ing the entire telephone number.
[0199] Next, a processing procedure for the filtering
processing unit 145 shown in Fig. 14 is explained. Fig.
18 is a flowchart of the processing procedure for the fil-
tering processing unit 145 shown in Fig. 14. As shown in
the figure, in this filtering processing unit 145, when the
incoming-call receiving unit 145a receives an incoming
call of a telephone-number-for-disclosure (step 81), the
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call-condition -information extracting unit 145b extracts
a corresponding encryption key from the encryption-key
table 146 (step 82).
[0200] Thereafter, the call-condition-information ex-
tracting unit 145b decrypts an additional number with the
extracted encryption key to extract call condition infor-
mation (an outgoing-call telephone number and an expi-
ration date) (step 83) and checks whether the outgoing-
call telephone number included in the call condition in-
formation coincides with a notified telephone number of
an outgoing call source (step 84). As a result, when the
outgoing-call telephone number and the telephone
number of the outgoing call source do not coincide with
each other ("No" at step 84), the line-connection instruct-
ing unit 145c regards the incoming call is not a call from
a permitted user, disconnects the call (step 85), and
records a log of the processing (step 86).
[0201] On the other hand, when the outgoing-call tel-
ephone number included in the call condition information
coincides with the notified telephone number of the out-
going call source ("Yes" at step 84), the line-connection
instructing unit 145c checks whether an incoming call
time is before expiration date included in the call condition
information (step 87). As a result, when the incoming call
time is not before expiration date ("No" at step 87), the
line-connection instructing unit 145c disconnects the call
for reasons of expiration of the term (step 85) and records
a log of the processing (step 86). When the incoming call
time is before expiration date ("Yes" at step 87), the line-
connection instructing unit 145c regards that both the
conditions are satisfied, makes contact with the recipient
telephone 142 by phone, and instructs the switchboard
B to perform line connection (step 88).
[0202] Next, how to implement filtering by the call-con-
dition-information extracting unit 145b and the line-con-
nection instructing unit 145c shown in Fig. 14 is explained
more specifically. Fig. 19 is a schematic for explaining
how to implement filtering by the call-condition-informa-
tion extracting unit 145b and the line-connection instruct-
ing unit 145c shown in Fig. 14.
[0203] As shown in the figure, the call-condition-infor-
mation extracting unit 145b specifies an encryption key
from the identification ID "#58" located at the end of the
additional number "536289013250069824#58" of the tel-
ephone-number-for-disclosure, extracts a correspond-
ing encryption key from the encryption-key table 146, and
decrypts the additional number "536289013250069824"
with the encryption key.
[0204] Consequently, since a character string
"0312345678 0422112222 H150701" is obtained, the
line-connection instructing unit 145c checks whether a
telephone number of an outgoing call source of this call
is "0422-11-2222" and checks whether an incoming call
time is before "H15. 07. 01".
[0205] When both the conditions are satisfied, the line-
connection instructing unit 145c connects the recipient
telephone 142 having the incoming-call telephone
number and the sender telephone 141. If at least one of

the conditions is not satisfied, the line-connection in-
structing unit 145c disconnects the call and records a log.
[0206] Note that, for convenience of explanation, a call
is disconnected when the conditions are not satisfied.
However, it is also possible to connect a line with a tel-
ephone set of an administrator or the like when the con-
ditions are not satisfied. Consequently, the administrator
or the like can grasp a state of unsolicited calls and the
like properly.
[0207] In this way, the telephone-number-for-disclo-
sure creating unit 144c of the telephone-number-for-dis-
closure processing apparatus 143 encrypts an incoming-
call telephone number and call condition information to
create a telephone-number-for-disclosure and notifies
the sender telephone 141 of the telephone-number-for-
disclosure. When a communication connection request
by the telephone-number-for-disclosure is received from
the sender telephone 141, the call-condition-information
extracting unit 145b extracts the call condition informa-
tion from the additional number included in the telephone-
number-for-disclosure. Only when conditions of the call
condition information are satisfied, line connection with
the recipient telephone 142 is performed. Consequently,
it is possible to control use of the incoming-call telephone
number for purposes other than expected purposes fol-
lowing leakage and diffusion of the incoming-call tele-
phone number.
[0208] Note that, although the sender telephone
number and the expiration date are used as the call con-
dition information (call conditions), it is also possible to
use one of the sender telephone number and the expi-
ration date as the call condition information and it is also
possible to use conditions other than these conditions as
call condition information. In addition, it is also possible
to apply the present invention when a public key encryp-
tion system is used instead of the common key encryption
system.
[0209] For convenience of explanation, notification of
a telephone-number-for-disclosure is requested from the
recipient telephone 142 using a voice guidance. Howev-
er, it is also possible to request notification of a telephone-
number-for-disclosure using a WEB server on the Inter-
net. Fig. 20 is a schematic of a system configuration in
which notification of a telephone-number-for-disclosure
is requested using a WEB server on the Internet. As
shown in the figure, when a recipient terminal 161 re-
quests notification of a telephone-number-for-disclosure,
a telephone-number-for-disclosure notifying server 163
creates a telephone-number-for-disclosure and notifies
a sender terminal 162 of the telephone-number-for-dis-
closure. In this case, as shown in Fig. 21, the telephone-
number-for-disclosure notifying server 163 provides the
recipient terminal 161 with a telephone-number-for-dis-
closure creation page 170. A user inputs data in an in-
coming-call telephone number input frame 171, an out-
going-call telephone number input frame 172, and an ex-
piration-date input frame 173 and checks an OK input
frame 174. This makes it possible to display the tele-
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phone-number-for-disclosure in a telephone-number-
for-disclosure display frame 175 and notify the sender
terminal 162 of this telephone-number-for-disclosure.
[0210] Although the system configuration is described
in the block diagram according to the first to the fourth
embodiments, it is possible to realize the respective ap-
paratuses using a computer operating according to a pro-
gram. Fig. 22 is a block diagram of a hardware configu-
ration of the filtering server 16 shown in Fig. 3. As shown
in the figure, the filtering server 116 has a configuration
in which a display 181, a keyboard 182, a RAM 183, an
HDD 184, an HD 185, a ROM 186, and a CPU 187 are
connected by a bus 188. An encryption-key table 185a,
a mail transfer program 185b, a communication-condi-
tion-information extracting program 185c, and a mail re-
ceiving program 185d are stored in the HD 185. This
encryption-key table 185a is read on the RAM 183 and
functions as the encryption-key table 16d in Fig. 3. The
mail transfer program 185b, the communication-condi-
tion-information extracting program 185c, and the mail
receiving program 185d are operated and executed on
a CPU 187 as a mail transfer process 187c, a commu-
nication-condition-information extracting process 187b,
and a mail receiving process 187a. The mail transfer
process 187c corresponds to the mail-reception process-
ing unit 16a in Fig. 3, the communication-condition-infor-
mation extracting process 187b corresponds to the com-
munication-condition-information extracting unit 16b in
Fig. 3, and the mail receiving process 187a corresponds
to the mail-transfer processing unit 16c in Fig. 3. Note
that, for convenience of explanation, only the filtering
server 116 in Fig. 3 is explained. However, the other ap-
paratuses function on the premise that the same hard-
ware configuration is provided.
[0211] The mail transfer program 185b, the communi-
cation-condition-information extracting program 185c,
and the mail receiving program 185b may be loaded from
a recording medium like a CD-R other than being loaded
to the CPU 187 from the HD 185, for example, when
loaded from the CD-R, the mail transfer program 185b,
the communication-condition-information extracting pro-
gram 185c, the mail receiving program 185b, and the like
are stored in the CD-R in advance, and the CD-R is in-
serted in a not-shown CD-R reading device to load the
respective programs.
[0212] Fig. 23 is a flowchart of an operation indicating
a program that realizes the recipient terminal according
to the first embodiment on a computer. Fig. 24 is a flow-
chart of an operation (only after a communication request
designating an identifier-for-disclosure is received) indi-
cating a program that realizes the relay system according
to the first to the third embodiments on a computer. Fig.
25 is a flowchart of an operation indicating a program
that realizes the intermediary apparatus according to the
second embodiment on a computer. Figs. 26 and 27 are
flowcharts of operations indicating programs that realize
the intermediary apparatus and the identifier-for-disclo-
sure rewriting apparatus according to the third embodi-

ment on a computer, respectively.
[0213] In the above explanation, the present invention
is applied to the electronic mail communication service
and the telephone exchange system. However, it is also
possible to apply the present invention to an IP telephone
service. For this purpose, creation and restoration
processing for an identifier-for-disclosure, which is the
same as the processing for an electronic mail address
according to the first embodiment, is applied to SIP URI
that is a recipient identifier in an IP telephone. Moreover,
communication request processing, which is the same
as the processing for an electronic mail according to the
first embodiment, is applied to a SIP INVITE message
that is a communication request message in an IP tele-
phone.

(Fifth embodiment)

[0214] Fig. 28 is a schematic of a system configuration
of a mail delivery system according to a fifth embodiment
of the present invention. The mail delivery system is a
mail delivery system in which a recipient terminal B220
and a sender terminal B320 are connected via an incom-
ing side IP network B200, an outgoing side Internet 8400,
and an outgoing side IP network B300 and a mail, which
has a recipient address of a recipient B230 as a destina-
tion, originated from the sender terminal B320 is deliv-
ered to the recipient terminal B220.
[0215] The mail delivery system includes an ad-hoc-
address issuing server B120 that issues an ad-hoc ad-
dress-for-disclosure based on delivery condition informa-
tion (context information), which indicates a delivery con-
dition of a mail delivered to the recipient B230, and a
recipient address. The mail delivery system also includes
an ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110 that, when a mail
having such an ad-hoc address as a destination is re-
ceived, performs restoration of the recipient address and
extraction of the context information from the ad-hoc ad-
dress and, when the mail satisfies delivery conditions
included in the extracted context information, a destina-
tion of the mail is changed from the ad-hoc address to
the restored recipient address to transfer the mail. The
"restoration of the recipient address" includes, other than
the case in which the ad-hoc address is decrypted to
restore the recipient address directly, the case in which
the recipient address is restored via an address identifier
using an address table referred to in a seventh embodi-
ment described later. In addition the "extraction of the
context information" includes, other than the case in
which the context information is extracted from the ad-
hoc address as a data string, the case in which the ad-
hoc address is decrypted by an encryption technique to
extract the context information.
[0216] In short, in this mail delivery system, rather than
transferring a mail from the sender terminal B320 to the
recipient terminal B220 with a recipient address itself held
by the recipient B230 as a destination, the mail is trans-
ferred using an ad-hoc address-for-disclosure. A reason
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for using such an ad-hoc address is that the recipient
B230 does not wish to disclose an original recipient ad-
dress to the sender B330 in some cases. For example,
when the sender B300 is a mail order agent or the like
on the Internet, if an original recipient address is dis-
closed indiscriminately, it is likely that this recipient ad-
dress is diffused to other agents through a mailing list or
the like and the recipient has to receive unnecessary di-
rect mails and the like.
[0217] Note that this ad-hoc address is embedded with
context information, which indicates whether the mail
should be delivered to the recipient B230, and the original
recipient address, it is possible to deliver the mail using
the original recipient address only when delivery condi-
tions included in the context information are satisfied. In
other words, even if the ad-hoc address is propagated
to other agents and the like, when the delivery conditions
included in the context information are not satisfied, it is
possible to prevent such agents from delivering the mail
to the recipient B230.
[0218] The sender terminal B320 shown in Fig. 28 is
a terminal apparatus that is used by the sender B330
when the sender 330 exchanges mails via the Internet
B400. The recipient terminal B220 is a terminal apparatus
that is used by the recipient B230 when the recipient B230
exchanges mails via the Internet B400. The sender ter-
minal B220 and the recipient terminal B220 are personal
computers (PCs) that are generally used widely. WEB
browser software and electronic mail software (mailer)
are installed in the sender terminal B220 and the recipient
terminal B220. The sender terminal B220 and the recip-
ient terminal B220 are connected to the outgoing side IP
network B300 and the incoming side IP network B200
via routers R, respectively. Note that the outgoing side
IP network B300 and the incoming side IP network B200
are connected to the Internet B400 via routers, respec-
tively.
[0219] The ad-hoc-address issuing server B120 is a
server apparatus that issues an ad-hoc address in re-
sponse to a request from the recipient B230. The ad-hoc-
address issuing server B120 has an HTTP communica-
tion unit B121, an encryption-key table B122, a user table
B123, and an ad-hoc-address creating unit B124. It is
possible to realize such an ad-hoc-address issuing serv-
er B120 by installing program corresponding to these
functional units in a commercially available PC or work
station (WS). The ad-hoc-address issuing server B120
is connected to an LANB 100 that is connected to the
incoming side IP network B200 via a firewall (FW). The
ad-hoc-address issuing server B120 corresponds to an
address-for-disclosure issuing unit in claim 28. The HTTP
communication unit B121 corresponds to a receiving unit
and an address-for-disclosure returning unit in claim 29.
The ad-hoc-address creating unit B124 corresponds to
an address-for-disclosure creating unit in claim 29. The
encryption-key table B122 corresponds to an encryption-
key table in claim 30.
[0220] The HTTP communication unit B121 is a

processing unit that performs communication complying
with the HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol). The en-
cryption-key table B122 is a table in which plural encryp-
tion keys used in issuing ad-hoc mails are stored in as-
sociation with key IDs, respectively. Fig. 29 is a schematic
of an example of such an encryption-key table B122. As
shown in the figure, in this encryption-key table B122, an
encryption key "0x34d2a36b" is stored in association with
a key ID 17, an encryption key "0xe48ab21f" is stored in
association with a key ID 18, an encryption key
"0xab46fc9a" is stored in association with a key ID 19,
and an encryption key "0xe6a3b13b" is stored in asso-
ciation with a key ID 19.
[0221] The user table B123 is a table that is used in
authenticating an access of the recipient B230 who is a
user desiring issuance of an ad-hoc mail. User names
and passwords are stored in association with one another
in the user table B123. Fig. 30 is a schematic of an ex-
ample of the user table B123 shown in Fig. 28. As shown
in the figure, in this user table B123, a user name "suzuki"
is stored in association with a password "ef34szq5s", a
user name "tanaka" is stored in association with a pass-
word "ew4902sa", and a user name "yamada" is stored
in association with a password "wf4wsfa3s".
[0222] The ad-hoc-address creating unit B124 is a
processing unit that creates an ad-hoc address according
to the present invention. As shown in the figure, the ad-
hoc-address creating unit B124 has a condition code ta-
ble B124a. Specifically, in the ad-hoc-address creating
unit B124, an ad-hoc address-for-disclosure is created
from a recipient address, a condition code indicating a
type and a combination of a condition forming context
information, and context information corresponding to
this condition code. Note that a specific creation proce-
dure for an ad-hoc address is described later. In the ad-
hoc-address creating unit B124, a recipient address and
context information are embedded in an ad-hoc mail by
an encryption technique using an encryption key in the
encryption-key table B122.
[0223] A condition code table B124a present in the ad-
hoc-address creating unit B124 is a table in which con-
dition codes indicating types and combinations of deliv-
ery conditions forming the context information are stored.
Fig. 31 is a schematic of an example of the condition
code table B124a. As shown in the figure, combination
patters and combination codes of delivery conditions are
stored in association with one another in this condition
code table B124a. A pattern "S" in the figure means that
context information is included with a sender address as
a delivery condition. A combination code of this pattern
is "0000". A pattern "D" means that context information
is included with a domain name (a sender domain) of a
sender address as a delivery condition. A combination
code of this pattern is "0001". A pattern "E" means that
context information is included with an expiration date of
an ad-hoc address as a delivery condition. A combination
code of this pattern is "0010". A pattern "F" means that
context information is included with an incoming call start-
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ing date of an ad-hoc address as a delivery condition. A
combination code of this pattern is "0011 ". A pattern "SE"
means that context information is included with the send-
er address of the pattern S and the expiration date of the
pattern E as delivery conditions. A combination code of
this pattern is "0100". A pattern "DE" means that context
information is included with the sender domain of the
pattern D and the expiration date of the pattern E as de-
livery conditions. A combination code of this pattern is
"0101 ". A pattern "DF" means that context information
is included with the sender domain of the pattern D and
the incoming call starting date of the pattern F as delivery
conditions. A combination code of this pattern is "0110".
A pattern "DEF" means that context information is includ-
ed with the sender domain of the pattern D, the expiration
date of the pattern E, and the incoming call starting date
of the pattern F as delivery conditions. A combination
code of this pattern is "0111 ".
[0224] It is possible to grasp what kind of context in-
formation is embedded in an ad-hoc address by embed-
ding a combination code corresponding to any one of
these combination patterns in the ad-hoc address. Note
that, in this explanation, the sender address, the sender
domain, the expiration date, and the incoming call start-
ing data are set as delivery conditions forming context
information. However, the present invention is not limited
to this and it is also possible to set other deliver conditions
as objects. In this case, combination codes correspond-
ing to the delivery conditions only have to be registered
in the condition code table B124a.
[0225] Next, a structure of the ad-hoc-mail transfer
server B110 shown in Fig. 28 is explained. The ad-hoc-
mail transfer server B110 shown in Fig. 28 is a server
apparatus that, when an ad-hoc mail is received, restores
a recipient address and extracts context information from
this ad-hoc mail and, when deliver conditions included in
the extracted context information are satisfied, delivers
the ad-hoc mail to the restored recipient address.
[0226] It is possible to realize the ad-hoc-mail transfer
server B110 by installing programs corresponding to
these functional units in a commercially available PC or
work station (WS) as in the ad-hoc-address issuing serv-
er B120 and storing a decryption-key table B112 in a hard
disk device or the like. The ad-hoc address transfer serv-
er B110 is connected to the LANB 100 that is connected
to the incoming side IP network B200 via a firewall (FW).
The ad-hoc address transfer server B110 includes a mail
communication unit B111, the decryption-key table
B112, a filter processing unit B113, and a transfer
processing unit B114. The ad-hoc-mail transfer server
B110 corresponds to a mail transfer unit in claim 28. The
filter processing unit B113 corresponds to a filter process-
ing unit in claim 29. The transfer processing unit B114
corresponds to a transfer processing unit in claim 29.
The decryption-key table B112 corresponds to a decryp-
tion-key table in claim 30.
[0227] The mail communication unit B111 is a process-
ing unit that transmits and receives a mail to and from

other mail servers based on the SMTP standard. In the
case of the common key encryption system, the decryp-
tion-key table B112 is identical with the encryption-key
table B122 shown in Fig. 29 provided in the ad-hoc-ad-
dress issuing server B120. Note that, in the case of the
public key encryption system, for example, a pair of a
secret key and a public key of a well-known RSA encryp-
tion is created, the public key is registered in the encryp-
tion-key table B122 and the secret key is registered in
the decryption-key table B112.
[0228] The filter processing unit B113 is a processing
unit that receives a delivery request (a relay request) for
an ad-hoc mail from other mail servers and judges wheth-
er the ad-hoc mail should be delivered to an original re-
cipient address based on context information (delivery
conditions) included in an ad-hoc address forming a des-
tination of the received ad-hoc mail. In other words, the
filter processing unit B113 performs a kind of filtering
processing for setting only an ad-hoc mail satisfying the
delivery conditions as an object of delivery and excludes
the other ad-hoc mails from the object of delivery.
[0229] Specifically, the filter processing unit B113 sub-
jects an ad-hoc address to decryption processing using
the decryption key stored in the decryption-key table
B112, acquires a recipient address and context informa-
tion, and judges whether the ad-hoc mail should be set
as an object of delivery using delivery conditions included
in the acquired context information. Note that, when it is
judged that the ad-hoc mail satisfies the delivery condi-
tions and should be set as an object of delivery, the fil-
tering processing unit B113 passes the recipient address
extracted from the ad-hoc address and the ad-hoc mail
to the transfer processing unit B114 and requests the
transfer processing unit B114 to transfer the ad-hoc mail.
[0230] The transfer processing unit B114 is a process-
ing unit that performs processing for transferring the ad-
hoc mail, which is judged as an object of delivery by the
filter processing unit B113, to the original recipient ad-
dress. As this recipient address, the recipient address
decrypted from the ad-hoc address by the filter process-
ing unit B113 is used.
[0231] Next, an issuance procedure for an ad-hoc ad-
dress by the ad-hoc-address issuing server B120 shown
in Fig. 28 is explained. Fig. 33 is a sequence chart of the
issuance procedure for an ad-hoc address by the ad-hoc-
address issuing server B120 shown in Fig. 28. Note that,
here, it is assumed that issuance of an ad-hoc address
is realized by HTTP communication and a URL of the ad-
hoc-address issuing server B120 is notified to the user
B230 in advance.
[0232] As shown in the figure, the recipient B230 inputs
the URL of the ad-hoc-address issuing server B120 to a
WEB browser on the recipient terminal B220 and sends
an access request to the ad-hoc-address issuing server
B120 (step S110). Then, the ad-hoc-address issuing
server B120 returns a user authentication page to the
recipient terminal B220 (step SB120). Fig. 33 is a sche-
matic of an example of the user authentication page. As
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shown in the figure, input frames, in which a user name
and a password are inputted, are provided in a user au-
thentication page B500.
[0233] Here, the recipient B230 inputs a user name
and a password on the user authentication page B500
and sends an authentication request to the ad-hoc-ad-
dress issuing server B120 (step SB130). Then, the ad-
hoc-address issuing server B120 performs user authen-
tication (step SB140). Specifically, the ad-hoc-address
issuing server B120 checks whether a combination cor-
responding to the received user name and password is
registered in the user table B123 shown in Fig. 30.
[0234] When the user is authenticated, the ad-hoc-ad-
dress issuing server B120 transmits an ad-hoc address
issuance page to the recipient terminal B230 (step
SB150). Fig. 34 is a schematic of an example of the ad-
hoc address issuance page. As shown in the figure, an
ad-hoc address issuance page B600 includes input
frames in which a recipient address and delivery condi-
tions are inputted. Specifically, the ad-hoc address issu-
ance page B600 includes input frames for selecting pres-
ence or absence of sender designation, presence or ab-
sence of an expiration date, and presence or absence of
an incoming call starting time designation and input
frames for designating a designated address (a domain
name), an expiration date, and an incoming call starting
date when the sender designation, the expiration date,
and the incoming call starting time designation are
present.
[0235] Here, when the recipient B230 inputs a recipient
address and delivery conditions on the ad-hoc address
issuance page B600 and transmits the recipient address
and the delivery conditions, an ad-hoc address request
designating a recipient address R and deliver conditions
(context information C is sent to the ad-hoc address is-
suance server B120 (step SB1 160).
[0236] When the ad-hoc-address issuing server B120
receives the ad-hoc address request, ad-hoc address
creation processing using the recipient address R and
the delivery conditions (context information) C is per-
formed (step SB170). A created ad-hoc address T is no-
tified to the recipient terminal B220 (step SB180). When
the recipient B230 acquires such an ad-hoc address T,
the recipient B230 notifies the sender B320 of the ad-hoc
address T (step SB190). Note that any information trans-
mitting means such as telephone, mail, and facsimile
may be used for notification of the ad-hoc address T.
[0237] Next, a processing procedure for the ad-hoc ad-
dress creation shown in step SB170 in Fig. 32 is ex-
plained more specifically. Fig. 35 is a flowchart of the ad-
hoc address creation processing procedure described at
step SB170 in Fig. 32. Fig. 36 is a schematic of a specific
example of ad-hoc address creation. Note that, for con-
venience of explanation, it is assumed that a recipient
address R is "tanaka@mail.isp-A.ne.jp" and the delivery
conditions C are a designated sender address "Suzu-
ki@mail.isp-B.ne.jp" and a designated expiration date
"August 31, 2003". In addition, "B" in Fig. 36 indicates

binary data and "H" in the figure indicates a hexadecimal
data. The same notation is used in Fig. 41 described later.
[0238] As shown in Fig. 35, the ad-hoc-address creat-
ing unit B124 subjects a user name part of the recipient
address to compression coding (step SB201). Specifi-
cally, as shown in Fig. 36, the ad-hoc-address creating
unit B124 subjects a user name part of the recipient ad-
dress R to compression coding according to the Huffman
coding or the like to acquire binary data B22.p"0000 0100
1010 0111 0100 0010 0100 01". Then, the ad-hoc-ad-
dress creating unit B124 adds a bit 0 such that data of a
byte unit of 2 bytes or more is obtained and acquires
hexadecimal data B22.p"04b74244".
[0239] Thereafter, the ad-hoc-address creating unit
B124 refers to the encryption-key table B122 and ac-
quires an encryption key and a key ID of the key (step
SB202). Here, as shown in Fig. 9, it is assumed that a
key ID_k=18 and K=e48ab21f.
[0240] Thereafter, the ad-hoc-address creating unit
B124 encodes the context information (step SB203).
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 36, the ad-hoc-address cre-
ating unit B124 encodes the designated sender address
"Suzuki@mail.isp-B.ne.jp" using a hash value to acquire
hexadecimal data B212.S="4d52". In addition, the ad-
hoc-address creating unit B124 encodes the designated
expiration date "August 31, 2003" to acquire B212.E=
"053a". Then, the ad-hoc-address creating unit B124
connects the hexadecimal data B212,S="4d52" and
B212.E="053a" to acquire B211 ="4d52053a". Then, the
ad-hoc-address creating unit B124 acquires hexadeci-
mal data (context encoded data) B211="04" obtained by
encoding the data with a combination of delivery condi-
tions. The ad-hoc-address creating unit B124 connects
B211="4d52053a" and the hexadecimal data B211="04"
to acquire hexadecimal data B21="044d520553a".
[0241] To explain the above more specifically, it is pos-
sible to, when a designated sender address is included
in delivery conditions, set a low-order 16 bits of a hash
value of the designated sender address as encoded in-
formation and, when a sender domain is included in the
delivery conditions, subject the number of words of a des-
ignated sender domain to 4-bit integer encoding, and add
a low-order 12 bits of a hash value of the designated
sender domain to this to obtain encoded information.
When an expiration date and an incoming call starting
date are included in the delivery conditions, it is possible
to subject the number of days to the designated day to
16-bit integer decoding. Note that "N-bit integer encod-
ing" means that an integer value from 0 to "2 powered
by N -1) is represented by a binary number of N bits. For
example, when "7" is subjected to 3-bit integer
encoding, "111" is obtained. When "7" is subjected to 5-
bit integer encoding, "00111" is obtained.
[0242] Thereafter, ad-hoc-address creating unit B124
connects recipient address encoded data and context
encoded data (step SB204). Specifically, as shown in
Fig. 36, the ad-hoc-address creating unit B124 connects
the recipient address encoded data B22.p and the con-
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text encoded data B21 to create hexadecimal data
B2p="044d52053a04b74244". When the data B2p is less
than sixteen bytes, the ad-hoc-address creating unit
B124 pads a random number to acquire hexadecimal
data
82pp="044d52053a04b742444436e21a2a6b3f56".
Note that a reason for using a random number for the
padding processing is to make it difficult to analyze a
decryption key through the known plaintext attack.
[0243] Thereafter, the ad-hoc-address creating unit
B124 encrypts the connected data using the encryption
key (step SB205), connects the encryption key ID to this
encrypted data (step SB206), and then adds a domain
name (step SB207). Specifically, the ad-hoc-address
creating unit B124 encrypts the hexadecimal data B2pp
with an encryption key K to acquire encrypted data B2d,
connects data B1, which is obtained by subjecting an
identifier ID_k to 7-bit integer encoding, after this encrypt-
ed data B2 to create 135 bit data, encoding this data with
BASE32 (changes the data into text) to convert this data
into a character string of twenty-seven characters, and
adds a domain name "@ad-hoc.isp-A.ne.jp" after this
character string.
[0244] By performing the series of processing, it is pos-
sible to create an ad-hoc address "bk2crrop15ab3z-
26b21 csq69bai@ad-hoc.isp-A.ne.jp" based on the de-
livery conditions (context information) including the re-
cipient address "tanaka@mail.isp-A.ne.jp", the designat-
ed sender address "Suzuki@mail.isp-B.ne.jp", and the
designated expiration date "August 31, 2003".
[0245] Next, a transfer procedure for an ad-hoc mail
by the ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110 shown in Fig. 28
will be explained. Fig. 37 is a sequence chart of the trans-
fer procedure for an ad-hoc mail by the ad-hoc-mail trans-
fer server B110 shown in Fig. 28.
[0246] As shown in the figure, when the sender 330
performs originating operation for a mail having the ad-
hoc address T as a destination using the sender terminal
320 (step SB301), this mail is transmitted to an outgoing
side mail server B310 (step SB302). Then, the outgoing
side mail server B310 sends a mail transmission request
to a mail server corresponding to a domain name of a
destination address according to a normal operation as
a mail transfer server (step SB303). Here, since a domain
name of this ad-hoc address is set as a host name of the
ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110, this mail transmission
request is received by the ad-hoc-mail transfer server
B110.
[0247] Then, the ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110 per-
forms filter processing described later based on the ad-
hoc address T that is a destination of the mail transfer
request (step SB304) and judges whether the mail trans-
fer request should be accepted or rejected. When it is
judged by this filter processing that the mail transfer re-
quest is accepted, the ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110
acquires the recipient address R based on the ad-hoc
address T forming the destination and sends mail trans-
mission permission to the outgoing side mail server B310

(step SB305).
[0248] The outgoing side mail server B310, which has
received the mail transmission permission, transfers the
ad-hoc mail to the ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110 (step
sB306). The ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110 checks a
domain name of the recipient address restored from the
ad-hoc address forming the destination of the ad-hoc mail
to determine a transfer destination (step SB307) and
transfers the ad-hoc mail to an incoming side mail server
B210 indicated by this domain name (step B308).
[0249] The recipient terminal B220 transmits a mail
confirmation request to the incoming side mail server
B220 with an arrived mail confirming operation of the
recipient B230 as an opportunity (step SB309). In re-
sponse to this mail confirmation request, the incoming
side mail server B220 transmits the ad-hoc mail to the
recipient terminal B220 (step SB310).
[0250] When it is judged by the filter processing at step
SB304 that the mail transfer request is not accepted (is
rejected), the ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110 transmits
a mail reception rejection message to the outgoing side
mail server B310 and does not perform mail transfer.
[0251] Next, the filter processing described at step
SB304 in Fig. 37 is explained specifically. Fig. 38 is a
flowchart of the filter processing procedure described at
step SB304 in Fig. 37. As shown in the figure, first, the
filter processing unit B113 of the ad-hoc address transfer
server B11 extracts an encryption key ID and encrypted
data from a user name part of a destination address (step
SB401). Specifically, decryption processing is performed
generally in an order opposite to the creation procedure
for the ad-hoc address shown in Fig. 36. A 7-bit encryp-
tion key ID "0010010" and encrypted data to be an object
of decryption are extracted from the user name part
"bk12crrop15ab3z26b21 csq69bai" of the ad-hoc ad-
dress.
[0252] Thereafter, the filter processing unit B113 ac-
quires a decryption key corresponding to the encryption
key ID from the decryption-key table 112 (step S402) and
decrypts the encrypted data using the acquired decryp-
tion key (step S403). Specifically, in the case of the com-
mon key encryption system, as shown in Fig. 36, the filter
processing unit B113 acquires a decryption key
"e48ab21f" of hexadecimal data corresponding to the key
ID=18 and decrypts the encrypted data using this decryp-
tion key to thereby acquire hexadecimal data
B2pp="044d52053a04b742444436e21a2a6b3f56".
[0253] Thereafter, the filter processing unit B113 ex-
tracts recipient address encoded data and context en-
coded data from the decrypted data (step SB404) and
extracts context information from the context encoded
data to judge whether transfer is possible (step SB405).
Specifically, the filter processing unit B113 extracts re-
cipient address encoded data B22.p and context encod-
ed data B21 from the hexadecimal data B2pp and also
extracts a hash value B212.S and an expiration date
B212.E of a designated sender address from the context
encoded data B21 as delivery conditions to judge wheth-
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er transfer is possible according to whether the delivery
conditions are satisfied.
[0254] Specifically, the filter processing unit B113 cal-
culates and encodes a hash value of the sender address
of the ad-hoc mail. When this hash value coincides with
the hash value B212.S extracted from the ad-hoc mail,
the filter processing unit B113 judges that the ad-hoc mail
is a mail from a legitimate sender. In addition, the filter
processing unit B113 judges whether the ad-hoc mail is
a legitimate mail according to whether a present date has
exceeded the expiration date B212.E. In other words,
when the ad-hoc mail is a mail from a legitimate sender
and a mail before expiration date, the filter processing
unit B113 judges that the ad-hoc mail is transferable.
[0255] When it is judged that the ad-hoc mail is un-
transferable ("No" at step SB406), the filter processing
unit B113 abandons the mail (step SB407). When it is
judged that the ad-hoc mail is transferable ("Yes" at step
SB406), the filter processing unit B113 restores the user
name part of the recipient address from the recipient ad-
dress encoded data (step SB408) and transfers the mail
to a recipient address obtained by adding a domain name
to the user name part (step SB409).
[0256] As described above, according to the fifth em-
bodiment, the mail delivery system includes the ad-hoc-
address issuing server B120 that issues an ad-hoc ad-
dress-for-disclosure based on delivery condition informa-
tion (context information) indicating delivery conditions
of a mail delivered to the recipient B230 and a recipient
address. The mail delivery system further includes the
ad-hoc-mail transfer server 8130 that, when a mail having
such an ad-hoc address as a destination is received, re-
stores the recipient address and extracts the context in-
formation from the ad-hoc address, and when the mail
satisfies the delivery conditions included in the extracted
context information, changes the destination of the mail
from the ad-hoc address to the restored recipient address
to transfer the mail. Thus, it is possible to control use of
the recipient address for purposes other than expected
purposes following leakage and diffusion of the recipient
address. In particular, even when not only an original
recipient address but also an ad-hoc address is leaked,
it is possible to deliver only an ad-hoc address used for
an original use to a recipient.

(Sixth embodiment)

[0257] According to the fifth embodiment, data ob-
tained by simply subjecting the recipient address R to
compression coding is encrypted. However, since the
recipient address R is fixed, the recipient address R is
vulnerable to encryption key analysis by differential at-
tack of a third party. Thus, according to a sixth embodi-
ment of the present invention, an embodiment resistant
to the differential attack is described.
[0258] Fig. 39 is a schematic of a system configuration
of a mail delivery system according to the sixth embod-
iment. The mail delivery system shown in the figure is

different from the system shown in Fig. 28 in that random-
number sequence tables B125 and B115 are provided
in the ad-hoc-address issuing server B120 and the ad-
hoc-mail transfer server B110, respectively. The random-
number sequence table B125 corresponds to a random-
number sequence table in claim 11.
[0259] The random-number sequence table B125 is a
table that is used by the ad-hoc-address issuing server
B120 to scramble a recipient address R with a random
number (reversible conversion processing) when the ad-
hoc-address issuing server B120 creates an ad-hoc ad-
dress. After extracting a random-number sequence from
the random-number sequence table B125, the ad-hoc-
address creating unit B124 implements exclusive OR
(EXOR) operation for the recipient address R and the
random-number sequence to scramble the recipient ad-
dress R every time the random-number sequence is ex-
tracted. Since the exclusive OR operation for the random-
number sequence is implemented, in such processing.
random number substitution cipher called well-known
Vernam cipher is performed. Fig. 40 is a schematic of an
example of the random-number sequence table B125.
As shown in the figure, the random-number sequence
table B125 is a table in which indexes are assigned to
respective plural random-number sequences including
sixteen bits.
[0260] The random-number sequence table B115 is a
table that is used by the ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110
when the ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110 acquires the
recipient address R from an ad-hoc address according
to reversible conversion. The random-number sequence
table B115 is identical with the random-number se-
quence table B125. When the same random-number se-
quence is put in the EXOR operation again with encrypted
data of the recipient address R subjected to the Vernam
cipher, the random-number sequence is canceled and
the recipient address R can be restored.
[0261] Next, selection of a random-number sequence
from the random-number sequence tables B125 and
B115 is explained. In the random-number sequence ta-
bles B125 and B115, since indexes are assigned in as-
sociation with random-number sequences as shown in
Fig. 40, basically, it is possible to specify a random-
number sequence to be used if the indexes are ex-
changed. However, it is not efficient to transfer indexes
of random-number sequences separately other than an
ad-hoc mail. Therefore, according to the sixth embodi-
ment, a random number to be extracted from the random-
number sequence tables B125 and B115 is determined
based on a part of information used for creation of an ad-
hoc address. Specifically, the number of random num-
bers in the random-number sequences B125 and B115
is set to N, index numbers 0 to N-1 is assigned to the
respective random numbers, and a random number hav-
ing a remainder value, which is obtained by dividing a
hash value of the delivery condition data B21 by N, as
an index number is selected from the random-number
sequence tables B125 and B115.
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[0262] Next, a specific example of ad-hoc address cre-
ation by the ad-hoc-address creating unit B124 shown in
Fig. 39 is explained. Fig. 41 is a schematic of a specific
example of ad-hoc address creation by the ad-hoc-ad-
dress creating unit 124 shown in Fig. 39. The specific
example shown in the figure corresponds to the specific
example in Fig. 36 explained according to the fifth em-
bodiment. Note that the number of random numbers in
the random-number sequence tables B125 and B115 is
set to N and index numbers 0 to N-1 are assigned to the
respective random numbers in advance.
[0263] As shown in Fig. 41, in the same manner as the
specific example shown in Fig. 36, first, the ad-hoc-ad-
dress creating unit B124 subjects the user name part of
the recipient address R to compression coding to acquire
the binary data B22.p"0000 0100 1010 0111, 0100, 0010,
0100, 01 ", then, adds a bit 0 such that data of a byte unit
of 2 bytes or more is obtained, and acquires hexadecimal
data B22.p"04b74244".
[0264] Thereafter, the ad-hoc-address creating unit
B124 searches the random-number sequence table
B125 with a remainder value, which is obtained by divid-
ing a hash value of hexadecimal data B21 ="044d-
520053a" obtained from the delivery condition C by N,
as a key to acquire binary data 822.r="00110110101
01011 " of a random-number sequence having this key
as an index number, implements the exclusive OR op-
eration of the acquired random-number sequence B22.r
and the hexadecimal data B22.p "04b74244" to create
data B22. Note that processing after this is the same as
that shown in Fig. 36.
[0265] As described above, according to the sixth em-
bodiment, the random-number sequence tables B125
and B115 are provided in the ad-hoc-address issuing
server B120 and the ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110,
respectively, and a random-number sequence is select-
ed from the random-number sequence table B125 using
data obtained from delivery conditions. Thus, it is possi-
ble to make encryption key analysis by differential attack
of the third party difficult.

(Seventh embodiment)

[0266] In the fifth and the sixth embodiments, a recip-
ient address itself is subjected to compression coding
and embedded in an ad-hoc address. However, the
present invention is not limited to this and can also be
applied when an address identifier is used instead of the
recipient address. In other words, essentially, an ad-hoc
mail is used to prevent the recipient address from being
revealed to a sender. Thus, it is desirable that the recip-
ient address is kept secret from the sender as long as
possible. In addition, recipient addresses do not have a
fixed length but have various data length. Thus, it is in-
efficient to use the recipient address itself because a data
length of the ad-hoc address cannot be set to a fixed
length deterministically. In particular, when various do-
main names are mixed in the recipient address, it is nec-

essary to set the entire recipient address including the
domain names as an embedding object by expanding
the fifth and the sixth embodiments. However, when the
entire recipient address is set as an embedding object,
the data length of the ad-hoc address is further extended.
Therefore, according to the seventh embodiment, an ad-
hoc mail address identifier is used instead of the recipient
address R.
[0267] Fig. 42 is a schematic of a system configuration
of a mail delivery system according to the seventh em-
bodiment. The mail delivery system shown in the figure
is different from those shown in Figs. 28 and 39 in that
address tables B126 and B116 are provided in the ad-
hoc-address issuing server B120 and the ad-hoc-mail
transfer server B110, respectively. Note that the address
tables B126 and B116 correspond to an address table in
claim 14.
[0268] The address table B126 is a table that is used
by the ad-hoc-address issuing server B120 in order to
replace the recipient address R with an ad-hoc mail ad-
dress identifier when the ad-hoc-address issuing server
B120 creates an ad-hoc address. Fig. 43 is a schematic
of an example of an address table B126 shown in Fig.
42. As shown in the figure, the address table B126 is a
table in which ad-hoc mail address identifiers and recip-
ient addresses are stored in association with one anoth-
er. Here, a recipient address "tanap@oce.com" is asso-
ciated with an ad-hoc mail address identifier "TN" and a
recipient address "suzup@pla.com" is associated with
an ad-hoc mail address identifier "SZ".
[0269] The address table B116 is a table that is used
by the transfer processing unit B114 of the ad-hoc-mail
transfer server B110 in specifying the recipient address
R corresponding to an ad-hoc mail address identifier ex-
tracted from an ad-hoc address. The address table B116
is identical with the address table B126 described above.
[0270] The ad-hoc-address creating unit B124 of the
ad-hoc-address issuing server B120 performs process-
ing for replacing a recipient address with an ad-hoc mail
address identifier using the address table B126 rather
than performing compression coding for a recipient ad-
dress as in the fifth and the sixth embodiments.
[0271] In the ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110, only
for an ad-hoc mail that is judged to be transferred as a
result of judgment on delivery conditions by the filter
processing unit B113, a recipient address corresponding
to an ad-hoc mail address identifier is extracted from the
address table B116. Since conversion from an ad-hoc
mail address identifier to a recipient address is performed
only when it is judged that an ad-hoc mail should be trans-
ferred, a processing load involved in such address con-
version is not large.
[0272] As described above, according to the seventh
embodiment, the address tables B126 and B116 are pro-
vided in the ad-hoc-address issuing server B120 and the
ad-hoc-mail transfer server B110, respectively, and an
ad-hoc mail address identifier is used instead of a recip-
ient address. Therefore, there is an effect that (1) it is
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possible to further prevent leakage of the recipient ad-
dress and (2) it is possible to set a data length of the ad-
hoc address to a fixed length deterministically. In partic-
ular, the mail delivery system is efficient when various
mail addresses with different domain names are set as
objects of delivery.
[0273] According to the fifth to the seventh embodi-
ments, the encryption-key table B122, the user table
B123, the random-number sequence table B125, the ad-
dress table B126, and the like are provided in the ad-hoc-
address issuing server B120. However, these various
tables may be disposed outside the server. In addition,
according to the fifth to the seventh embodiments, ex-
planations about an encryption logic and the like in per-
forming encryption and decryption are omitted. As a one-
way function for calculating a hash value, it is possible
to use well-known algorithms like MD5 and SHA-1. As
an encryption algorithm, it is possible to use a common
key encryption algorithm like DES, RC5, and FEAL and
a public key encryption algorithm like RSA. Moreover, in
the fifth to the seventh embodiments, an explanation
about selection of an encryption key from the encryption-
key table B122 is omitted. However, selection such as
random selection and selection by round robin for an
identical issue destination only has to be performed.
[0274] According to the fifth to the seventh embodi-
ments, a sender address for permitting use of communi-
cation to an ad-hoc address as a delivery condition, a
sender domain for permitting use of communication to
the ad-hoc address, an expiration date of the ad-hoc ad-
dress, or a valid starting date, or a combination of these
conditions is used. The present invention is not limited
to this. It is also possible to include a data size indicating
an upper limit of an amount of data of a mail, a subject
word indicated by a character string corresponding to a
predetermined number of characters form a leading part
of a subject field of the mail, and the like in deliver con-
ditions. In this case, information concerning types and
combinations of designation of these conditions only has
to be registered in the condition code tables B124a and
B113a.
[0275] Note that, according to the fifth to the seventh
embodiments, the mail delivery system is explained with
an aspect of the functions. However, actually, since the
ad-hoc-address issuing server B120 and the ad-hoc-mail
transfer server B1110 can be realized by commercially
available computers, programs only have to be installed
in these computers, respectively. The programs may be
loaded to a CPU not only from a secondary recording
medium such as a hard disks device and a ROM but also
from a recording medium such as a CD-R. For example,
when the program is loaded from the CD-R, a program
for the ad-hoc-address issuing server B120 and a pro-
gram for the ad-hoc-mail transfer server B11, and the
like are stored in a CD-R (or separate CD-Rs for the re-
spective apparatuses) in advance and the CD-R is in-
serted in CD-R reading devices of the respective appa-
ratuses to load the programs.

[0276] As described above, according to the present
invention, an identifier-for-disclosure is created based on
communication condition information, which informs a re-
cipient of communication conditions in performing com-
munication, and a recipient identifier. When a communi-
cation request from a sender terminal based on the cre-
ated identifier-for-disclosure is received, the recipient
identifier and the communication condition information
are restored from the identifier-for-disclosure. When the
communication conditions included in the restored com-
munication condition information are satisfied, commu-
nication between the sender terminal and the recipient
terminal is established according to the communication
request. Thus, since the identifier-for-disclosure is dis-
closed instead of the recipient identifier, it is possible to
prevent the recipient identifier from being used for unin-
tended purposes following leakage of the recipient iden-
tifier. In particular, even when such an identifier-for-dis-
closure is leaked to a third party, rather than establishing
communication between a communication terminal of the
third party and a recipient terminal unconditionally in re-
sponse to a communication request from the communi-
cation terminal of the third party, communication between
the communication terminal and the recipient terminal is
established only when the communication conditions are
satisfied. Therefore, it is also possible to control uses of
the identifier-for-disclosure for unintended purposes.
[0277] Moreover, according to the present invention,
an address-for-disclosure is created based on delivery
condition information, which indicates delivery conditions
for a mail delivered to a recipient terminal, and a recipient
address uniformly specifying a recipient. When a mail
having the created address-for-disclosure as a destina-
tion address is received, the recipient address and the
delivery condition information are restored from the ad-
dress-for-disclosure serving as the destination address
of the mail. When the delivery conditions included in the
restored delivery condition information are satisfied, the
mail is delivered to the recipient terminal. Thus, since the
address-for-disclosure is disclosed instead of the recip-
ient address, it is possible to prevent the recipient ad-
dress from being used for unintended purposes following
leakage of the recipient address. In particular, even when
such an address-for-disclosure is leaked to a third party,
rather than delivering a mail of the third party uncondi-
tionally to the recipient terminal, the mail is delivered only
when the delivery conditions are satisfied. Therefore, it
is also possible to control uses of the address-for-disclo-
sure for unintended purposes.
[0278] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, a telephone-number-for-disclosure is created based
on call condition information in connecting a call to a re-
cipient telephone and a recipient telephone number.
When a call connection request based on the created
telephone-number-for-disclosure is received, the recipi-
ent telephone number and the call condition information
are restored from the telephone-number-for-disclosure
included in the call connection request. When call con-
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ditions included in the restored call condition information
are satisfied, a sender telephone and the recipient tele-
phone are connected for a call. Thus, since the tele-
phone-number-for-disclosure is disclosed instead of the
recipient telephone number, it is possible to prevent the
recipient telephone number from being used for unin-
tended purposes following leakage of the recipient tele-
phone number. In particular, even when such a tele-
phone-number-for-disclosure is leaked to a third party,
rather than connecting a call to the recipient telephone
unconditionally in response to a call request using the
telephone-number-for-disclosure by the third party, a call
is connected only when the call conditions are satisfied.
Therefore, it is also possible to control uses of the tele-
phone-number-for-disclosure for unintended purposes.
[0279] Moreover, according to the present invention,
the identifier-for-disclosure is created in the recipient ter-
minal based on the communication condition information
and the recipient identifier. This makes it unnecessary to
disclose the recipient identifier to other apparatuses and
it is possible to efficiently prevent the recipient identifier
from being spread.
[0280] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, the identifier-for-disclosure is created in a predeter-
mined intermediary apparatus, which is capable of com-
municating with the recipient terminal, based on the com-
munication condition information and the recipient iden-
tifier. Thus, even if new apparatuses or programs are
provided in respective recipient terminals, it is possible
to use the identifier-for-disclosure.
[0281] Moreover, according to the present invention,
a relay system provided between the recipient terminal
and the sender terminal notifies the recipient terminal of
any one of the restored recipient identifier and the re-
stored communication condition information or both.
Thus, the recipient terminal itself can judge whether a
communication request should be accepted.
[0282] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, a relay system provided between the recipient ter-
minal and the sender terminal determines processing
contents at the time when the communication conditions
included in the restored communication condition infor-
mation are not satisfied. Thus, the system as a whole
can take consistent measures when the communication
conditions are not satisfied.
[0283] Moreover, according to the present invention,
the recipient terminal determines processing contents at
the time when the communication conditions included in
the restored communication condition information are not
satisfied. Thus, respective recipients can determine
processing contents by themselves freely.
[0284] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, the communication condition information includes
sender limiting information for limiting a sender to whom
the identifier-for-disclosure is disclosed. When it is
judged that at least a sender, who makes a communica-
tion request, coincides with limitation conditions included
in the sender limiting information, communication be-

tween the sender terminal and the recipient terminal is
established according to this communication request.
Thus, for example, when a sender domain name or the
like is designated as a legitimate disclosure destination,
it is possible to receive only a communication request
from a sender having this sender domain name.
[0285] Moreover, according to the present invention,
disclosure-destination specifying information for specify-
ing a disclosure destination, to which the identifier-for-
disclosure is disclosed, is included in the communication
condition information. Thus, when the identifier-for-dis-
closure is used for unintended purposes, it is possible to
check to whom this identifier-for-disclosure is originally
disclosed.
[0286] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, when the communication conditions included in the
restored communication condition information are not
satisfied, the communication request is rejected. Thus,
it is possible to make a communication request, which
does not satisfy the communication conditions, transpar-
ent for the recipient.
[0287] Moreover, according to the present invention,
when the communication conditions included in the re-
stored communication condition information are not sat-
isfied, communication between a predetermined commu-
nication terminal, which is different from the recipient ter-
minal, and a sender terminal is established regardless
of the communication request. Thus, it is possible to
grasp, using the predetermined communication terminal,
a state in which the identifier-for-disclosure is used for
unintended purposes.
[0288] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, a recipient identifier of each recipient and commu-
nication condition information indicating communication
conditions in communicating with a recipient terminal of
the recipient are registered in the intermediary apparatus.
When a disclosure request for an identifier-for-disclosure
is received from a sender terminal, the identifier-for-dis-
closure is created based on the recipient identifier and
the communication condition information registered in
the intermediary apparatus. This makes it unnecessary
to pass the recipient identifier every time the identifier-
for-disclosure is created and, therefore, it is possible to
protect the recipient identifier more.
[0289] Moreover, according to the present invention,
it is judged whether a sender who makes a disclosure
request for the identifier-for-disclosure has a qualification
for making a disclosure request. When it is judged that
the sender does not have the qualification, the commu-
nication request is rejected. Thus, it is possible to reject
a disclosure request from an unqualified sender and pre-
vent leakage of the identifier-for-disclosure.
[0290] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, a preliminary identifier-for-disclosure is created
based on preliminary communication condition informa-
tion, which indicates preliminary communication condi-
tions in communicating with the recipient terminal, and
the recipient identifier. The created preliminary identifier-
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for-disclosure is registered in the intermediary apparatus.
When a disclosure request for an identifier-for-disclosure
is received from a sender terminal, the preliminary iden-
tifier-for-disclosure and the communication condition in-
formation registered in the intermediary apparatus are
transmitted to an identifier-for-disclosure rewriting appa-
ratus to request rewriting of the identifier-for-disclosure.
The identifier-for-disclosure is created from the prelimi-
nary identifier-for-disclosure and the communication
condition information in response to the request. Thus,
even if the recipient identifier is not disclosed to the in-
termediary apparatus, it is possible to establish commu-
nication using the identifier-for-disclosure.
[0291] Moreover, according to the present invention,
it is judged based on the preliminary identifier-for-disclo-
sure whether the intermediary apparatus has a qualifica-
tion for making a rewriting request. When it is judged that
the intermediary apparatus does not have the qualifica-
tion, the rewriting request is rejected. Thus, it is possible
to reject a request from an intermediary apparatus that
is not qualified to perform rewriting.
[0292] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, the recipient identifier and the communication con-
dition information are encrypted by a predetermined pub-
lic key to create the identifier-for-disclosure. When com-
munication based on the created identifier-for-disclosure
is received, the identifier-for-disclosure is decrypted by
a secret key corresponding to the public key to restore
the recipient identifier and the communication condition
information. Thus, it is possible to embed the communi-
cation condition information in the identifier-for-disclo-
sure using a well-known public key encryption system.
[0293] Moreover, according to the present invention,
the recipient identifier and the communication condition
information are encrypted using a predetermined com-
mon key to create the identifier-for-disclosure. When
communication based on the created identifier-for-dis-
closure is received, the identifier-for-disclosure is de-
crypted by the common key to restore the recipient iden-
tifier and the communication condition information. Thus,
it is possible to embed the communication condition in-
formation in the identifier-for-disclosure using any en-
cryption method that uses the common key.
[0294] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, the recipient identifier and the communication con-
dition information are encrypted by a predetermined com-
mon key to create the identifier-for-disclosure. When
communication based on the created identifier-for-dis-
closure is received, the identifier-for-disclosure is de-
crypted by the common key to restore the recipient iden-
tifier and the communication condition information. Thus,
it is possible to embed the communication condition in-
formation in the identifier-for-disclosure using a well-
known common key encryption system.
[0295] Moreover, according to the present invention,
when an identifier-for-disclosure is created based on the
communication condition information and the recipient
identifier, the communication condition information is in-

cluded in the identifier-for-disclosure in a form in which
the communication condition information cannot be ma-
nipulated by a third party. Thus, it is possible to prevent
an illegal act such as rewriting of the communication con-
dition information.
[0296] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, the communication condition information includes
types or combinations of the communication conditions.
In restoring the recipient identifier and the communication
condition information, a type or a combination of com-
munication conditions are extracted from the identifier-
for-disclosure. The recipient identifier and the communi-
cation condition information are restored from the iden-
tifier-for-disclosure according to the extracted type and
combination of the communication conditions. Thus, it is
possible to use various communication conditions prop-
erly in the same system.
[0297] Moreover, according to the present invention,
an identifier-for-disclosure granting unit creates an iden-
tifier-for-disclosure based on communication condition
information, which indicates communication conditions
in communicating with a recipient terminal, and a recip-
ient identifier and notifies a sender terminal of the created
identifier-for-disclosure. When a communication request
from the sender terminal based on the identifier-for-dis-
closure granted by the identifier-for-disclosure granting
unit is received, a relay system restores the recipient
identifier and the communication condition information.
When the communication conditions included in the re-
stored communication condition information are satis-
fied, the relay system establishes communication be-
tween the sender terminal and the recipient terminal ac-
cording to the communication request. Thus, since the
identifier-for-disclosure is disclosed instead of the recip-
ient identifier, it is possible to prevent the recipient iden-
tifier from being used for unintended purposes following
leakage of the recipient identifier. In particular, even
when such an identifier-for-disclosure is leaked to a third
party, rather than establishing communication between
a communication terminal of the third party and a recip-
ient terminal unconditional in response to a communica-
tion request from the communication terminal of the third
party, communication between the communication ter-
minal and the recipient terminal is established only when
the communication conditions are satisfied. Therefore, it
is also possible to control uses of the identifier-for-dis-
closure for unintended purposes.
[0298] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, the identifier-tor-disclosure granting unit forms a part
of the recipient terminal. This makes it unnecessary to
disclose the recipient identifier to other apparatuses and
it is possible to efficiently prevent the recipient identifier
from being spread.
[0299] Moreover, according to the present invention,
the identifier-for-disclosure granting unit is an intermedi-
ary apparatus different from both the recipient terminal
and the relay system. Thus, even if new apparatuses or
programs are provided in respective recipient terminals,
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it is possible to use the identifier-for-disclosure.
[0300] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, when a communication request from a sender ter-
minal based on communication condition information,
which indicates communication conditions in communi-
cating with a recipient terminal, and a recipient identifier
are received, the relay system restores the recipient iden-
tifier and the communication condition information from
the identifier-for-disclosure. When the communication
conditions included in the restored communication con-
dition information are satisfied, the relay system estab-
lishes communication between the sender terminal and
the recipient terminal according to the communication
request. Thus, since the identifier-for-disclosure is dis-
closed instead of the recipient identifier, it is possible to
prevent the recipient identifier from being used for unin-
tended purposes following leakage of the recipient iden-
tifier. In particular, even when such an identifier-for-dis-
closure is leaked to a third party, rather than establishing
communication between a communication terminal of the
third party and a recipient terminal unconditionally in re-
sponse to a communication request from the communi-
cation terminal of the third party, communication between
the communication terminal and the recipient terminal is
established only when the communication conditions are
satisfied. Therefore, it is also possible to control uses of
the identifier-for-disclosure for unintended purposes.
[0301] Moreover, according to the present invention,
an identifier-for-disclosure is created based on commu-
nication condition information, which informs a recipient
of communication conditions in performing communica-
tion, and a recipient identifier. When a communication
request from a sender terminal based on the created
identifier-for-disclosure is received, the recipient identifi-
er and the communication condition information are re-
stored from the identifier-for-disclosure. When the com-
munication conditions included in the restored commu-
nication condition information are satisfied, communica-
tion between the sender terminal and the recipient ter-
minal is established according to the communication re-
quest. Thus, since the identifier-for-disclosure is dis-
closed instead of the recipient identifier, it is possible to
prevent the recipient identifier from being used for unin-
tended purposes following leakage of the recipient iden-
tifier. In particular, even when such an identifier-for-dis-
closure is leaked to a third party, rather than establishing
communication between a communication terminal of the
third party and a recipient terminal unconditionally in re-
sponse to a communication request from the communi-
cation terminal of the third party, communication between
the communication terminal and the recipient terminal is
established only when the communication conditions are
satisfied. Therefore, it is also possible to control uses of
the identifier-for-disclosure for unintended purposes.
[0302] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, when a communication request from a sender ter-
minal based on communication condition information,
which indicates communication conditions in communi-

cating with a recipient terminal, and an identifier-for-dis-
closure, which is created based on a recipient identifier,
is received, the recipient identifier and the communica-
tion condition information are restored from the identifier-
for-disclosure. When the communication conditions in-
cluded in the restored communication condition informa-
tion are satisfied, communication between the sender
terminal and the recipient terminal is established accord-
ing to the communication request. Thus, since the iden-
tifier-for-disclosure is disclosed instead of the recipient
identifier, it is possible to prevent the recipient identifier
from being used for unintended purposes following leak-
age of the recipient identifier. In particular, even when
such an identifier-for-disclosure is leaked to a third party,
rather than establishing communication between a com-
munication terminal of the third party and a recipient ter-
minal unconditionally in response to a communication
request from the communication terminal of the third par-
ty, communication between the communication terminal
and the recipient terminal is established only when the
communication conditions are satisfied. Therefore, it is
also possible to control uses of the identifier-for-disclo-
sure for unintended purposes.
[0303] Moreover, according to the present invention,
an address-for-disclosure issuing unit issues an address-
for-disclosure based on delivery condition information,
which indicates delivery conditions for a mail delivered
to a recipient, and a recipient address. When a mail hav-
ing the address-for-disclosure as a destination is re-
ceived, a mail transfer unit decrypts the recipient address
and extracts the delivery condition information from the
address-for-disclosure. When the mail satisfies the de-
livery conditions included in the extracted delivery con-
dition information, a destination of the mail is changed
from the address-for-disclosure to the restored recipient
address and the mail is transferred. Thus, it is possible
to control uses of a mail address for unintended purposes
following leakage and spread of the mail address. In par-
ticular, since it is made unnecessary to disclose an orig-
inal recipient address to a third party, it is possible to
prevent leakage and spread of an original mail address
itself. In addition, even when the address-for-disclosure
is leaked, since addresses-for-disclosure other than
those used for original correct purposes are not delivered
to the recipient, it is possible to realize invalidation of
illegal addresses-for-disclosure.
[0304] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, the address-for-disclosure issuing unit receives de-
livery condition information, which indicates delivery con-
ditions for a mail delivered to the recipient, and the re-
cipient address and encrypts the received delivery con-
dition information and the received recipient address to
create an address-for-disclosure, and returns the created
address-for-disclosure to the recipient terminal. When a
mail having the address-for-disclosure as a destination
is received, the mail transfer unit decrypts the address-
for-disclosure to restore the recipient address and extract
the delivery condition information, extracts a mail satis-
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fying the delivery conditions included in the extracted de-
livery condition information, changes a destination of the
extracted mail from the address-for-disclosure to the re-
stored recipient address to transfer the mail. Thus, since
it is possible to create the address-for-disclosure and re-
store the recipient address and extract the delivery con-
dition information from the address-for-disclosure using
the encryption technique, it is possible to, for example,
embed the communication condition information in the
address-for-disclosure using the well-known cryptogra-
phy and prevent manipulation of the communication con-
dition information by a third party.
[0305] Moreover, according to the present invention,
the delivery condition information and the recipient ad-
dress are encrypted using a predetermined encryption
key registered in an encryption-key table to create an
address-for-disclosure, a decryption key is extracted
from a decryption-key table in which decryption keys cor-
responding to respective encryption keys registered in
the encryption-key table, the address-for-disclosure is
decrypted using the extracted decryption key to restore
the recipient address and extract the delivery condition
information. Thus, it is possible to improve encryption
intensity while using various encryption keys properly de-
pending on a case.
[0306] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, when a data length of encryption object data, which
is encrypted using a predetermined encryption key reg-
istered in the encryption-key table, is less than a prede-
termined length, a random number is added to satisfy
the predetermined length. Thus, it is possible to make it
difficult to analyze the encryption key through known
plaintext attack by a third party.
[0307] Moreover, according to the present invention,
key identifiers are registered in the encryption-key table
in association with plural encryption keys, respectively.
A key identifier of an encryption key used in encrypting
the delivery condition information and the recipient ad-
dress is included in the address-for-disclosure. A decryp-
tion key having a key identifier extracted from the ad-
dress-for-disclosure is extracted from the decryption-key
table. The address-for-disclosure is decrypted using the
extracted decryption key to restore the recipient address
and extract the delivery condition information. Thus, it is
possible to pass the key identifier with the address-for-
disclosure as a medium to thereby perform efficient key
delivery.
[0308] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, the encryption-key table and the decryption-key ta-
ble are identical tables in which key identifiers are regis-
tered in association with plural common keys, respec-
tively. Thus, it is possible to perform encryption process-
ing and decryption processing efficiently using the well-
known common key encryption system if only synchro-
nization of the tables is secured.
[0309] Moreover, according to the present invention,
plural public keys are registered in the encryption-key
table in association with key identifiers, respectively. Se-

cret keys corresponding to the respective public keys reg-
istered in the encryption-key table are registered in the
decryption-key table in association with same key iden-
tifiers, respectively. Thus, it is possible to perform en-
cryption processing and decryption processing efficiently
using the well-known public key encryption system.
[0310] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, a sender address for using communication to the
address-for-disclosure, a sender domain for using com-
munication to the address-for-disclosure, an expiration
date of the address-for-disclosure or a starting date of
validity of the address-for-disclosure, or a combination
of the conditions is set as the delivery condition informa-
tion. Thus, it is possible to specify a user, a user group,
and a usable period of the address-for-disclosure and
exclude mails not conforming to such a user, a user
group, or a period from objects of delivery to thereby
avoid a situation in which a recipient has to receive a
large quantity of direct mails and the like.
[0311] Moreover, according to the present invention,
types and combinations of designated delivery condi-
tions are included in the address-for-disclosure. Thus, it
is possible to select an optimum combination of a delivery
condition and a type for each disclosure destination of
an address and set conditions that are more appropriate.
In addition, it is made unnecessary to provide spaces
corresponding to all delivery conditions in the address-
for-disclosure and it is possible to reduce a data length
of the address-for-disclosure.
[0312] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, when the sender address or the sender domain is
set as the delivery condition information, all or a part of
hash values of the sender address or the sender domain
are included in the address-for-disclosure. Thus, it is pos-
sible to fix a data length of the delivery condition infor-
mation to thereby limit a data length of the address-for-
disclosure.
[0313] Moreover, according to the present invention,
a part of information to be an object of encryption is sub-
jected to reversible conversion processing using a ran-
dom-number sequence extracted from a random-
number sequence table that stores plural random-
number sequences. Thus, it is possible to make it difficult
to analyze an encryption key through differential attack
by a third party.
[0314] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, a random number to be extracted from the random-
number sequence table is determined based on a part
of information used for creation of the address-for-dis-
closure. Thus, it is possible to make selection of a ran-
dom-number sequence dependent on a part of the infor-
mation used for creation of the address-for-disclosure to
thereby make the selection of a random-number se-
quence easy and efficient.
[0315] Moreover, according to the present invention,
a random-number sequence is selected from the ran-
dom-number sequence table based on the delivery con-
dition information. The recipient address is subjected to
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the reversible conversion processing using the selected
random-number sequence. Thus, other than making it
difficult to analyze an encryption key through differential
attach, it is possible to scramble the recipient address,
which should originally be prevented from being leaked
most, to thereby prevent leakage of the recipient address
to a third party.
[0316] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, address tables, which store respective recipient ad-
dresses in association with predetermined address iden-
tifiers, respectively, are provided in the address-for-dis-
closure issuing unit and the mail transfer unit. An address
identifier stored in the address table corresponding to the
recipient address and the delivery condition information
are encrypted to create an address-for-disclosure. When
a mail having the address-for-disclosure as a destination
is received, the address-for-disclosure is decrypted to
restore the address identifier and extract the delivery con-
dition information. A mail satisfying the delivery condi-
tions included in the extracted delivery condition infor-
mation is extracted. A destination of the mail is replaced
with the recipient address stored in the address table
corresponding to the address identifier restored from the
address-for-disclosure to transfer the mail. Thus, it is pos-
sible to fix a data length of the address-for-disclosure and
make it difficult to analyze an encryption key through
known plaintext attach by a third party by keeping the
address identifier on the address table secret.
[0317] Moreover, according to the present invention,
an address-for-disclosure is issued based on deliver con-
dition information, which indicates delivery conditions for
a mail delivered to a recipient, and a recipient address.
When a mail having the address-for-disclosure as a des-
tination is received, the recipient address is restored and
the delivery condition information is extracted from the
address-for-disclosure. When the mail satisfies the de-
livery conditions included in the extracted delivery con-
dition information, the destination of the mail is changed
from the address-for-disclosure to the restored recipient
address to transfer the mail. Thus, it is possible to control
uses of a mail address for unintended purposes following
leakage and spread of the mail address. In particular,
since it is made unnecessary to disclose an original re-
cipient address to a third party, it is possible to prevent
leakage and spread of an original mail address itself. In
addition, even when the address-for-disclosure is leaked,
since addresses-for-disclosure other than those used for
original correct purposes are not delivered to the recipi-
ent, it is possible to realize invalidation of illegal address-
es-for-disclosure.
[0318] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, the delivery condition information, which indicates
delivery conditions for a mail delivered to a recipient, and
the recipient address are received. The received delivery
condition information and recipient address are encrypt-
ed to create an address-for-disclosure. The created ad-
dress-for-disclosure is returned to a recipient terminal.
When a mail having the address-for-disclosure as a des-

tination is received, the address-for-disclosure is de-
crypted to restore the recipient address and extract the
delivery condition information. A mail satisfying the de-
livery conditions included in the extracted delivery con-
dition information is extracted. The address of the ex-
tracted mail is changed from the address-for-disclosure
to the restored recipient address to transfer the mail.
Thus, since it is possible to create the address-for-dis-
closure and restore the recipient address and extract the
delivery condition information from the address-for-dis-
closure using the encryption technique, it is possible to,
for example, embed the communication condition infor-
mation in the address-for-disclosure using the well-
known cryptography and prevent manipulation of the
communication condition information by a third party.
[0319] Moreover, according to the present invention,
the received delivery condition information and recipient
address are encrypted using an encryption key having a
predetermined key identifier registered in an encryption-
key table to create an address-for-disclosure. A decryp-
tion key having a predetermined key identifier is extracted
from a decryption-key table. The address-for-disclosure
is decrypted using the extracted decryption key to restore
the recipient address and extract the delivery condition
information. Thus, it is possible to improve encryption
intensity while using various encryption keys properly de-
pending on a case.
[0320] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, a sender address for using the address-for-disclo-
sure, a sender domain for using the address-for-disclo-
sure, an expiration date of the address-for-disclosure or
a starting date of validity of the address-for-disclosure,
or a combination of the conditions is set as the delivery
condition information. Thus, it is possible to specify a
user, a user group, and a usable period of the address-
for-disclosure and exclude mails not conforming to such
a user, a user group, or a period from objects of delivery
to thereby avoid a situation in which a recipient has to
receive a large quantity of direct mails and the like.
[0321] Moreover, according to the present invention,
types and combinations of designated delivery condi-
tions are included in the address-for-disclosure. Thus, it
is possible to select an optimum combination of a delivery
condition and a type for each disclosure destination of
an address and set conditions that are more appropriate.
In addition, it is made unnecessary to provide spaces
corresponding to all delivery conditions in the address-
for-disclosure and it is possible to reduce a data length
of the address-for-disclosure.
[0322] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, respective recipient addresses are stored in an ad-
dress table in association with predetermined address
identifiers. An address identifier stored in the address
table corresponding to the recipient address and the de-
livery condition information are encrypted to create an
address-for-disclosure. When a mail having the address-
for-disclosure as a destination is received, the address-
for-disclosure is decrypted to restore the address identi-
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fier and extract the delivery condition information. A mail
satisfying the delivery conditions included in the extract-
ed delivery condition information is extracted. The des-
tination of the mail is changed from the address-for-dis-
closure to the recipient address stored in the address
table corresponding to the restored address identifier to
transfer the mail. Thus, it is possible to fix a data length
of the address-for-disclosure and make it difficult to an-
alyze an encryption key through known plaintext attach
by a third party by keeping the address identifier on the
address table secret.
[0323] Moreover, according to the present invention,
an address-for-disclosure is issued based on delivery
condition information, which indicates delivery conditions
for a mail delivered to a recipient, and a recipient address.
When a mail having the address-for-disclosure as a des-
tination is received, the recipient address is restored and
the delivery condition information is extracted from the
address-for-disclosure. When the mail satisfies the de-
livery conditions included in the extracted delivery con-
dition information, the destination of the mail is changed
from the address-for-disclosure to the restored recipient
address to transfer the mail. Thus, it is possible to control
uses of a mail address for unintended purposes following
leakage and spread of the mail address. In particular,
since it is made unnecessary to disclose an original re-
cipient address to a third party, it is possible to prevent
leakage and spread of an original mail address itself. In
addition, even when the address-for-disclosure is leaked,
since addresses-for-disclosure other than those used for
original correct purposes are not delivered to the recipi-
ent, it is possible to realize invalidation of illegal address-
es-for-disclosure.
[0324] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, the delivery condition information, which indicates
delivery conditions for a mail delivered to a recipient, and
the recipient address are received. The received delivery
condition information and recipient address are encrypt-
ed to create an address-for-disclosure. The created ad-
dress-for-disclosure is returned to the recipient terminal.
When a mail having the address-for-disclosure as a des-
tination is received, the address-for-disclosure is de-
crypted to restore the recipient address and extract the
delivery condition information. A mail satisfying the de-
livery conditions included in the extracted delivery con-
dition information is extracted. The destination of the ex-
tracted mail is changed from the address-for-disclosure
to the restored recipient address to transfer the mail Thus,
since it is possible to create the address-for-disclosure
and restore the recipient address and extract the delivery
condition information from the address-for-disclosure us-
ing the encryption technique, it is possible to, for example,
embed the communication condition information in the
address-for-disclosure using the well-known cryptogra-
phy and prevent manipulation of the communication con-
dition information by a third party.
[0325] Moreover, according to the present invention,
the delivery condition information and the recipient ad-

dress are encrypted using an encryption key having a
predetermined key identifier registered in an encryption-
key table to create an address-for-disclosure, A decryp-
tion key having the predetermined key identifier is ex-
tracted from a decryption-key table. The address-for-dis-
closure is decrypted using the extracted decryption key
to restore the recipient address and extract the delivery
condition information. Thus, it is possible to improve en-
cryption intensity while using various encryption keys
properly depending on a case.
[0326] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, a sender address for using the address-for-disclo-
sure, a sender domain for using the address-for-disclo-
sure, an expiration date of the address-for-disclosure or
a starting date of validity of the address-for-disclosure,
or a combination of the conditions is set as the delivery
condition information. Thus, it is possible to specify a
user, a user group, and a usable period of the address-
for-disclosure and exclude mails not conforming to such
a user, a user group, or a period from objects of delivery
to thereby avoid a situation in which a recipient has to
receive a large quantity of direct mails and the like.
[0327] Moreover, according to the present invention,
types and combinations of designated delivery condi-
tions are included in the address-for-disclosure. Thus, it
is possible to select an optimum combination of a delivery
condition and a type for each disclosure destination of
an address and set conditions that are more appropriate.
In addition, it is made unnecessary to provide spaces
corresponding to all delivery conditions in the address-
for-disclosure and it is possible to reduce a data length
of the address-for-disclosure.
[0328] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, respective recipient addresses are stored in an ad-
dress table in association with predetermined address
identifiers. An address identifier stored in the address
table corresponding to the recipient address and the de-
livery condition information are encrypted to create an
address-for-disclosure. When a mail having the address-
for-disclosure as a destination is received, the address-
for-disclosure is decrypted to restore the address identi-
fier and extract the delivery condition information. A mail
satisfying the delivery conditions included in the extract-
ed delivery condition information is extracted. The des-
tination of the mail is changed from the address-for-dis-
closure to the recipient address stored in the address
table corresponding to the restored address identifier to
transfer the mail. Thus, it is possible to fix a data length
of the address-for-disclosure and make it difficult to an-
alyze an encryption key through known plaintext attach
by a third party by keeping the address identifier on the
address table secret.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0329] As described above, the communication meth-
od, the communication system, the relay system, the
communication program, and the program for the relay
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system are useful for a communication method, a com-
munication system, a relay system, a communication
program, a program for the relay system, a mail delivery
system, a mail delivery method, and a mail delivery pro-
gram that, in response to a communication request from
a sender terminal using a recipient identifier for uniquely
specifying a recipient, perform communication between
the sender terminal and a recipient terminal. In particular,
the communication method, the communication system,
the relay system, the communication program, and the
program for the relay system are suitable for a commu-
nication method, a communication system, a relay sys-
tem, a communication program, a program for the relay
system, a mail delivery system, a mail delivery method,
and a mail delivery program that can prevent a recipient
identifier from being used for purposes unintended by
the recipient.

Claims

1. A method of delivering a mail having a predeter-
mined recipient address as a destination from a
sender terminal that sands the mail to a recipient
terminal used by a recipient having the recipient ad-
dress, the method comprising:

issuing an address-for-disclosure based on de-
liver condition information indicating delivery
conditions for the mail to be delivered to the re-
cipient and the recipient address;
restoring including, when the mail is received,
restoring the recipient address; and
extracting the delivery condition information
from the address-for-disclosure; and
changing, when the mail satisfies the delivery
conditions included in the delivery condition in-
formation extracted, the destination of the mail
from the address-for-disclosure to the recipient
address restored to transfer the mail, wherein
the issuing includes
receiving the delivery condition information in-
dicating delivery conditions for the mail to be de-
livered to the recipient and the recipient address;
creating the address-for-disclosure by encrypt-
ing the delivery condition information and the
recipient address received; and
returning the address-for-disclosure created to
the recipient terminal, and
the changing includes
decrypting, when the mail is received, the ad-
dress-for-dislosure to restore the recipient ad-
dress, extract the delivery condition information,
and extract the mail satisfying the delivery con-
ditions included in the delivery condition infor-
mation extracted; and
changing the address of the mail extracted from
the address-for-disclosure to the recipient ad-

dress restored to transfer the mail.

2. The mail delivery method according to claim 1,
wherein
the creating includes encrypting the delivery condi-
tion information and the recipient address received
using an encryption key having a predetermined key
identifier registered in an encryption-key table to cre-
ate the address-for-disclosure, and
the decrypting includes extracting a decryption key
having the predetermined key identifier from a de-
cryption-key table and decrypting the address-for-
disclosure using the decryption key extracted to re-
store the recipient address and extract the delivery
condition information.

3. The mail delivery method according to claim 1 or 2
wherein, the creating includes setting a sender ad-
dress for using the address-for-disclosure, a sender
domain for using the address-for-disclosure, an ex-
piration date of the address-for-disclosure or a start-
ing date of a validity of the address-for-disclosure,
or a combination of the conditions as the delivery
condition information.

4. The mail delivery method according to claim 3,
wherein, the creating includes including a type and
a combination of designated delivery conditions in
the address-for-disclosure.

5. The mail delivery method according to any one of
claims 1 to 4, further comprising storing each of the
recipient addresses in an address table in associa-
tion with a predetermined address identifier, wherein
the creating includes encrypting an address identifier
stored in the address table corresponding to the re-
cipient address and the delivery condition informa-
tion to create the address-for-disclosure,
the decrypting includes, when the mail is received,
decrypting the address-for-disclosure to restore the
address identifier, extracting the delivery condition
information, and extracting a mail satisfying the de-
livery conditions included in the delivery condition
information extracted, and
the changing includes changing the destination of
the mail from the address-for-disclosure to the recip-
ient address stored in the address table correspond-
ing to the address identifier restored to transfer the
mail.

6. A computer-readable recording medium that stores
a mail delivery program for delivering a mail having
a predetermined recipient address as a destination
from a sender terminal that sends the mail to a re-
cipient terminal used by a recipient having the recip-
ient address, wherein the mail delivery program
causes a computer to execute;
issuing an address-for-disclosure based on deliver
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condition information indicating delivery conditions
for the mail to be delivered to the recipient and the
recipient address;
restoring including, when the mail is received,
restoring the recipient address; and
extracting the delivery condition information from the
address-for-disclosure; and
changing, when the mail satisfies the delivery con-
ditions included in the delivery condition information
extracted, the destination of the mail from the ad-
dress-for-disclosure to the recipient address re-
stored to transfer the mail.

7. The computer-readable recording medium accord-
ing to claim 6, wherein the issuing includes
receiving the delivery condition information indicat-
ing delivery conditions for the mail to be delivered to
the recipient and the recipient address;
creating the address-for-disclosure by encrypting
the delivery condition information and the recipient
address received; and
returning the address-for-disclosure created to the
recipient terminal, and
the changing includes
decrypting, when the mail is received, the address-
for-disclosure to restore the recipient address, ex-
tract the delivery condition information, and extract
the mail satisfying the delivery conditions included
in the delivery condition information extracted; and
changing the address of the mail extracted from the
address-for-disclosure to the recipient address re-
stored to transfer the mail.

8. The computer-readable recording medium accord-
ing to claim 7, wherein
the creating includes encrypting the delivery condi-
tion information and the recipient address received
using an encryption key having a predetermined key
identifier registered in an encryption-key table to cre-
ate the address-for-disclosure, and
the decrypting includes extracting a decryption key
having the predetermined key identifier from a de-
cryption-key table and decrypting the address-for-
disclosure using the decryption key extracted to re-
store the recipient address and extract the delivery
condition information.

9. The computer-readable recording medium accord-
ing to claim 7 or 8, wherein, the creating includes
setting a sender address for using the address-for-
disclosure, a sender domain for using the address-
for-disclosure, an expiration date of the address-for-
disclosure or a starting date of a validity of the ad-
dress-for-disclosure, or a combination of the condi-
tions as the delivery condition information.

10. The computer-readable recording medium accord-
ing to claim 9, wherein, the creating includes includ-

ing a type and a combination of designated delivery
conditions in the address-for-disclosure.

11. The computer-readable recording medium accord-
ing to any one of claims 7 to 10, further causing the
computer to execute storing each of the recipient
addresses in an address table in association with a
predetermined address identifier, wherein
the creating includes encrypting an address identifier
stored in the address table corresponding to the re-
cipient address and the delivery condition informa-
tion to create the address-for-disclosure,
the decrypting includes, when the mail is received,
decrypting the address-for-disclosure to restore the
address identifier, extracting the delivery condition
information, and extracting a mail satisfying the de-
livery conditions included in the delivery condition
information extracted, and
the changing includes changing the destination of
the mail from the address-for-disclosure to the recip-
ient address stored in the address table correspond-
ing to the address identifier restored to transfer the
mail.
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